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ALARmING FuTuREI alert with its ?evolutionary cis'ors
haulea dOwn, but he was wish's: , )
Otchilion Was on fire and badly rid-
  -. 'give mo
re >definite information.
; Supposed Detailed Report.
Communication With Out- Arcording to
 a more detailed re-
port received from another source,
side World May Cease. trret purporting to come from the
TELEGRAPHERS STRIKE
GAINING STRENGTH





St •Petersburg, Nov. xis--The site-
anon is very alarming Russia is a
complete blank, so far as direct news
is concernej all telegraphic commun-
ication with the interior having
ceased. The workimen's council has
-decreed that the gettena4 postoffice in
St. Petersburg shall close at 3 o'clock
this afternoon, when communication
with the outside world may cease.
The most disquieting reports are in
circulation regarding the disaffection
of the guard regiments, two of which,
the workmen beast, have definitely
resolved not to fire on the peopie.
The government stil) manages, with
the aid of the administration offiters
along the line to keep communica-
tion open with Sebastopol. The man- •
ager of the Mloscow office is himself
working at a key there. The con-
tents of the cipher dispatches re-
ceived by the emperor from Vire
Admiral Birileff, minister of Marine,
however, are carefully geserded.
No News Given Out.
The navy department is closed, not
only to the public, but to officers en-
cept those of the general staff. No
(Sheaf statement on the stSbject of
the battle at Sebastopol yesterday
hae been issued, and the peblic re-
mains in the &rig compelied to be
content a ith the count lees tumors
which are in circulation. It is report-
ed from a seme-official source that
Athos* the Otehalsoff, the Dniper
lid • transport were set on fire and
duels( yesterday's battle, all the
ers have not yet surrendered..
Ada Cboulain was in com-
mand of the loyal vessels, some of
which. including the Pateleinson, par-
ticipated in the engagement. Gen.
Baron Menet Gabonsehhie, comman-
der of the Seven* Army Corps, with
sit,000 infantry and artidery, was in
chief cohunand ashore.
Reports Conflicting.
The newspaper accounts of the de-
tails of the fighting at Sebastopol,
which are based on the reports cir-
cnbting in the City, are very con-
flicting, but they all' say the battle
ended at about 3:31, yesterday after-
noon, whoa 1St ships of t* mutineer..
surrendeded. The Novoati says that
5.oess out perished on both sides.
The lenders of the mutineers, it is
added, lave .already been executed,
two battleships have been blown ute,
and mines have been hid at the en-
trance of the roadstead,
EARLY REPORT OF FIGHT.
Mutinous Battleships Riddled and
Pierce Fight Waged.
St. Petealburg. New 3o -- -Sebes-
•topol was' yesterday the scene of a
desperate battle between the minim.
•ous sailors and the Worms in the
forts on there. litigate the battle the
1 town and the hate ;wer
e bombarded
by the gunia 111 .0tehaboff,
which Hew a buritInlyhAde.dff•Admir-
ally Point, itielliMPONMIledieritie sheik
and its flanntleeigred eneign, of re.
hellion hauled down.
Many of the crirW.-44 the Otchakoff
were killed or woueded‘ -
'According to tme regort" the bar-
racks of the mutineers was can-led
by storm after -the---motinous fleet;
which is said tv ;have numbered tett
vessels, had surrendered, and
whole position is now in the hanott- pf
the troops udder the command' ol
Gem Neplueff. The Associate
Press, however, is linable to guar-
antee the correctness of thsli 'report.
Facts Hard to Get.
Owing to the interruption of the
telegraph details of the battle are
difficult to obtain, but the Associated
Press was authoritively informed by
the naval general waff hurt night that
the battle was begun by the troops
sitiore, who opened fire on the
Oachalroff, Which was defiantly dis-
Pkiritale tihe red flag. The comman-
der of the Otchaleoff, Lieut. Schmidt,
itanedistely accepted the tbalberogre,
rephintiz with booth batteries, one
frai 'on the town and, the other on
the Fort Alexander batteries on the
north shore.
cwt. Zilkitti, aide-de-camp to
Admiral Wireintes chief of the naval
staff, informed the ••Aiesoiciated Pfese
that the latest clivrertehes recov
from Seobatatropr•t shreared that
admiralty, the tattle 'began at 3
O'clock yesterday afternoon, when
Lima 'Schmidt, not receiving a re-
'tty to &errands of the mutineers,
opened tire trom a fleet of ten snips
to which the northern batteries at
Fort Alexander, artillery posted on
the shore and several vessels which, There is ow
remained loyal rep 
n
lied. consolidition of
Illuring the naval battle *e Amp
or vhore entrenched in the
defended their position with machine
guns and rifles against the attacking
infantry. After an engagemetit last-
ing two and one-half hours, with the
Otichakoff riddled and on fire, the
cruiser Dineiper and another vessel
sunk. Lieut. Schmidt, Who Inid been
badly wounded surrendered die en-
tire squadron. The nominal' sailors
on shore surrendered to Berra and
Bielostoie regiments
According to this report the
teleinson (formerly *e Kniaz
line) was injured below the
Nee, and si torpedo boat is asho
the rock
BIG DEAL ON
ST.*LOUIS HOUSE AFTER TWO
LOCAL WHOLESALE
FIRMS.
Newspaper Started At La Center by




THINK KAISER IS HOSTILE.
Frenchmen, However, Take ̀ Utter-
ances of German Ruler Calm*
Paris, go.—Ertipetror
allusions to France in flie
speech from the throne at the open-
ing of the reichstag were recei
calmly in official quarters here, wit'
time view prevail, that his Lange
has no serious significance, blot is the
*ducal result of the government's
appealing to the reichstag for large
miiitary stipplies. The moet serious
of the newspapers adopt the govern-
ment view, but the sematidhal press
asserts that this is another merearse
similar to the emperor's speech at
Tangier.
The semi-official Temps, while min
imizing the serioustiese of the speech,
says: "It amounts to an impteriallkc
Is ration that Germany's rellatne
with certain powers are not amicable




Seattle, Wash., Nker. go—Bubonic
plague is raging in Yokohama, ac-
cording to officiers of the steamship
Dakota, and possibly no more in-f-
eels will be given a clean bill of
health until the scourge is wiped oet.
Four deaths had resulted from this
disease before the steamer Dakota
sailed and many reports of sickness
were received. Wm. M. Lopp, sur-
geon on the atearner, stated that Sew
if any more Armee!, will be allowed
to leave Yokohama.
"The Japanese authoritiee are tak-
ing every precaution to prevent the
spread of tlie dread disease," said
Dr. Lopp, 'but in spite of all they
can do, many death, will result.
There is little doubt but that the
city will be quarandned. In fact it
is the only way to stamp it out.
The Japanese physicians are among
the finent in the world. They go in-
to everything thoroughly and take




Superior, Wis.. Nov. 30—This
the coldest day of the season, st
theossonseteri registering, from 12
10 16 below zero.
St. Paul, Minn, Nov. 30.—With
the thermometer registering 8 de-
mete below zero, Thanksgiving Day
in St. Paul and vicinity was spent
largely indoors. Business was sus-
pended and the strcets were practi-
cally deserted.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. go.—The
weather bureau, in its report of the
weather cdmiitions thin
says: Temperatures range from
to 26 below in the Dakotas and
nesota and also was so above a
•south as Arkansas and Okla




New York, Nov. 30.—Crushed
the reveiseiono brought about jsy
the investigation into the busirs
method, of the Xmas! Life Insur-
ance company, Richard A. McCur-
dy, until Oxley its president, Is serit
misty in his residence in Mord
town, N. J.
It'is said by friends of the fa
that Mr. McCurdy is suffering from
nervous prostration, ..the collapse
having developed a few days alb.
Under' instructions of his
Mr. McCurdy has taken 1ves, has
kept in the open air as much u
ponsible, but now is confined to his
lesente. 0 iv. •
on foot a deal for
two of this city's
largest 'wholesale grocery establish-
ments, and probabilities are the nego-
tiatioos; wilt be completed within a
few chys. The concerns are the
Weeks Brothers & Co. establishment,
of Second and Washington streets,
and the Given-Clark erocery house,
of Third street between Broadway
and Kentucky avenue.
The MeyerseSrmth wholesale
grocery house of St. Louis is nego-
tiating to buy these two local houses,
and when the trade is made Mr. Wil-
liam Clark will be manager for the
coneolidated concerns that will be run
as a branch for the St. Louis estab-
lishment.
The:two Paducah first's, are among
the largest in this end of the state,
the ‘Veaks house having been started
fifteen serifs ago by the late John and
Walians Weals., who died three years
ago, one shortly after the other. The
business since then bag been run by
their father and brother- in -1 ais , the
latter Mr. Feank Smith.
' The Given-Clark concern started
three years ago, buying out the
wholesale grocery of J. K. Bondurant
& Co.
The St. Louis house is one of the
biggest in the country and, will inaioe
a valued addition to the c.ommercial
interests of this city.
New Newipaper,
Hon. John Wore, of La Center,
returned home yesteda y morning.
after a day's stay here, accompanied
by hi a wile.
Mir. Moore is the fawner represent-
ative irons Ballard and Carlisle and
stated yesterday that he was pre-
paring to start a wee'kl'y newripaper
at La Center and expected to get out
his first issue within the next week
or two. This is the first journal La
Center has had and prospects are for
success, as there is an excellent field
to be covered.
Mr. Moore will be maeaging editor
of the paper, and his sparkling writ-
ings will be read with interest, as
he is regarded as one of the brainiest
young own of tire state.
Starts Monday.
The cold weather and rainy season
have made thiogs so Contractor
George Katterjohn cannot commence
until liirmday, the work of hying the
foundation for the Ms new building
on North Fifth beside the Postorirce•
Putting Roof On.
The brickwork for the big addition
to Starks-Utilises acillar factory on
North Eight street, Mir been com-
pleted,. and the carpenters are now
potting on the roof. The firm will
have Ile structure completed and
occupied by the first of next year.
EMUS FAVORED
CHICAGO BANXER WANTED
AT HEAD OF MUTUAL
LIFE.
Resignation of President McCurdy
Develops -Powerful Faction in
the Board of Trustees.
New York, Nov. 30.—With the
definite xesig-nation of Richard A.
McCurdy as president of the Mutual
Life Insurance company and its ac-
omearice by the board, of tresitees it
wee announced that among those
meationed most favorably to succeed
bine wat James 11.. Ikkks, president
of the Commercial National bank of
Ohicago and former comptroner of
the eminency under President Cleve-
land.
Two faction's exist in the board
and alley were unable to agree upon
a perniarrent auccesecr to Mr. Mc-
Curdy. One elenllent is beaded by
H. H. Rogers, of the Standaed Oil
company, and George F. Baker, of
She Arm National bank, and the oth-
er by,Stuyvesanit Fish and time mem-
bers hf the Mutual's house-cleaning
committee. The trustees, however,
were unanimous in agreeing to end
the McCurdy regime.
Commenting on the situation. the
Evening Post says: "It can not be
stated with certainty that Mr. Eck-
els will accept the offer, but it is
generally believed by those who are
iolloseing events in the insurance
closely that he will be the
next presslent."
Tobacco Storage,
Chairman W. L. Wbitneg of the
Calloway County Tobacco Growers'
association was in the city yesteedny
and said the crop controlled in that
county this season would 'be stored
n the Aristern District warehouse of
here, tia7e having fallen through the
project, erect a warehouse at iirpo Ma-
ray fer se of storing the 
hogs-
'heath - aininst the weed raised 
in
the county.
DIED ON STREW!' CAR.
bouisiviNe, Ky., WO. 3o.—Dexter
Hewett, one of the oldest business
mere of Louisville, died yesterday 
on
a Second street car while on his 
way
clown town after dinner. Passengers
noticed his bead fell forward and he
became unconscious. He was dead
when carried to a physician's office.
His son was passing at the time, and
noticing the crowd, went forward to
see Wont had happened, opt', tejis-
oover thee the corpse was that of
Ms foto*. Mr. Hewett was * years
old For fifty year, be 'was a dealer
jo agricultural implements.
•
'PO ESTABLISH 'PAPER MILL.
Chattantioga, Tenn., Nov.
D. Cirri-nen, P... D. Bixby and C. E.
Borrell, of Kalamazoo, Mich., are
were for the purpose of establishing
big paper mill. They have pro-
to die business men a scheme
which, if accepted, will land the mill
in this city; otherwise it will go else
where. The proposed mill will re-
quire a location of twenty-fiver acres
and will employ 3oo men, and the
plant will cost $2co,000. The gen-
tlemen. are favorably impreesed
this city as a location for the
because of cheap fuel, etc.
HOLD YOUR POLICIES.
Ad-vice of Legislative Investigation
to Policyholders.
New York, Nov. 3o,—Senator Arm
strong, chairman of the committee
apliointed by the Near York legislat-
ure to investigate life ineerance, is-
sued a Thanksgiving greeting yester-
day to policyholders advising them
not to let their policies lapse. The
address follows:
ant soloed for a brief message
to alley bolder, on the rge of
adjolltiwnent for the month, and am
glad to snake this suggestion:
"DO not allow your polieits to
lapse, on anything revealed by this
inveatigation.
*Blitheyholdere are in a better po-
sitiost.uow then before the investi-
gaZi began and their position
o to steadily improve as our in-
quirk proceeds.
"The iigisission we will recom-
mend will undoubtedly safeguard
and strengthen the rights of policy-
holders, but those who suffer their
policies to lapse will lose the benefit
of what has been done already as
well as what we hope to accomplish."
FATHER DIES; FAMILY SLAIN.
Russian Expires in Iowa, Wife and
Children Massacred.
Sioux, City, Iowa, Nov. 3o---Whily
Sans Sorochow's) funeral was being
held a message came from Minsk,
Russia, saying Sorochoseis entire fam-
ily had been killed in a massacre
there. The man contracted pneu-
monia when he came here to earn
money to send for his family. When
well on the way to recovery he was
attacked by a madman to obtain
possession of a bottle of wine friends
fled sent him. The madmin beat the
patient so badly he grew worse and
SECOND KLONDIKE FOUND,
Excitement Caused by New Gold
Fields Near Magellan Strait,
Santiago, Chili, Nov. .30 -Great
excitement prevails in the gold fields
bordering on the Strait of Magellan
Many companies have been formed
sod there has been a great opening
of the field and washeries. The terri-
tory is nit to be a second Klon-
dike.
U. S. SENATOR IN
CONTEMPT OF .COURT.
.
For Pnnting in His Newspapers Car-
toons and Editorials.
Denver, Col., Nov. 30.—The su-
preme court yesterday held United
State Senator Thomas H. Patter-
Son to be in contempt of court for
Ninting certain cartoons and edi-
o,F1-!: is I-4.: a•o*
tined him 4i,pco, d4ItCU.. L.a.t
committed to jail until thefine shotdct
be paid.
'Subsequently the ovrtsordiered a
stay of execution for sixty days pend-
ing an appeal by Senator Patterson
to the supreme court of the United
States. Shortly before noon the
court announced, that the Patterson
mese would be called and directed
that an attachment be issued for the
senator when he failed to appear.
Later the senator came into the court
in company with the court bailiff. He
protested against the service of an
attadhrnent, draining ttiat he was not
attempting to avoid snaking an ap-
pearance, but the court rerained Sena-
tor Patterson that he had agreed to
appear at a certain time.
tOonsidesrahle &scission and contro-
versy, followed as to just what had
been agreed between Senator Pat-
terson's attorneys and the court, and
Senator Patterson declared emphatic-
ally that he would go to jail rather
than pay the fine imposed.
;His attorneys also informed the
court that Senator Patterson WOU
exercise his constitutional right as a
senator to chin) exemption from
arrest while congress was in session
arid therby have set aside the judg-
ment of the court so that he migh be
enabled to be present when congress
convened next week. Further dis-
cussion followed, and the Senator
told the court that if a may of execu-
tion was issued he would hasten an
appeal to the supreme court of the
United States and if that body re-
fined to take cognizance of his ease
or decided the case against him he
would pay the fine immediately. The
court agreed to this
Wholesale Theft of Drags.
New Yorks Nov. .3a—Dinigs worth
fissm SaSs000 to $so,000 have been
stolen froil.oidadesale chemists in
New York during the last few
months, according to detectives who
ertested two men on the confession
of a third. From Joseph Higan a
confession is alleged to have been
obtained. Detectives lave been after
drug thieves 'for several months. An
immense amount of stolen drug
property has been disposed of, 90
they declare, to retail druggists.
MR. CARLISLE STILL SICK.
Washington, Nov. 30.—John G.
Carlisle is still c-onfined to his bed
at his Long Island home.
JUSTICE PECK HAM'S
RESIGNATION AS TRUSTEE
Of Mutual Life—Astounded At
Revelations That Have
Been Made.
Washingtion, D. C. Nov. go.—Jus-
tice Pearlman of the &sore= court of
the United States, speaking last night
of his reasons for resigning from
tthe board of trustees of the Mutual
Life Insurance company, said he
learned "with astoniiihment and great
indignation the facts testified so by
McCurdy before the legislative corm-
mittee, that the limit of the collepanY
had been used to inffpsoce legislation,
virtually to corrupt ligiskteet and
that they had been farralahnd to
political parties as campaign contri-
butions, both of which practices I re-
gard as beyond the pate of property."
"I expressed by amazement and in-
dignation," he addedk "that President
MicCurdly's salary had been so enor-
mously iscreased by a rub-committee
without even a report to the finance
committee.
"Tilree things had been done," coin-
tinued 'vatic Peckham, "without • the
slightest knowledge of the board of
trustee., as a board, and I do not
known that any individual member of
that board was aware of them.
Justice Peckham said that he had
writen to the special committee ap-
pointed by the board relative to O*1
alleged evils that had been exposed.
He suggested the eradication of such
evils, 4xpressing his belief, among
other ibises, that the retirement o
f
Mk. McCurdy would tend to rees
tais-
lith poblie confidence in -the coat-
DRAFt OF RATE BILL.
Presented to Chairman Elkins by In-
terstate Commerce Commission.
Washington, Nov. 30.—The Inter-
state commerce cornmiesion sent to
Chairman Elkins, of the senate com-
mission on interstate commerce, a
draft of the biil whicH has been pre-
pare() by the commistsion, and which
the conamissron recommends to the
corning congress. It provides for
conferring the power of fixing the
rates upon time commission and great
ly enlarges the powers of the errtn-
triselon over the present law.
Lou • Million Dollars.
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 3o.—A serious
fire broke out here today in a ware-
house containing inflananabk mer-
chandise, including toosoo cans .of
petroleum, The k.ss is estiereatedlital
lt,000,000.
It is reported that conttol of the
Tennessee 01721 anti Iron company
has been acquired by a prominent
Now York banking house and it la
assumed that the stock is to be
termed to J. P. Morgan & Co.
NOTED HAMILTON
Seen in Paris and Talked





Declares Ha Has No Idea of




Paris, 'Nov. 30.—The correspond-
ent of the Associated Press today
located Andrew Hiartsilton,, who was
confidential legislative v.epresentative
of the insurance companies at Albany
and had half an hour's talk with
him concerning his plans and his an-
swer to the requests of the Arm-
strong insurance comnsission that he
gave orders to his agents in New
York to surrender his papers to-the
committee and that the go to New
York to testify.
Mr. Hamilton arri.ved here a few
days ago from Bad Nauheim Springs
where he had been ;:or some time
taking the cure unifier the • care of
'doctors. He looks fairly well His
fate is ruddy, but he still complaints
of the effect of his ailmervt and re-
mains under the doctor'e care pend-
ing his determination ss to whether
it will be necessary for hem to re-
sume the cure at the springs.
With Friend.
When seen by the correspondent
Mr. Hamilton was w't•fr (41e• of his
intimate friends who is familiar with
his 'affairs and who explained some
details which Mr. Hamilton did not
with to be publicly discussed at this
time.
Mr. Hamilton d:d not seek to
avoid the meeting. On the contrary
he said he bad not the .slightest de-
sire to conceal 'his vellotaboufs al-
though owing to his' continued ill
'health and the attention required in
.rnakin.g up his answer to the Arm-
!strong commission be did not desire
to see visitors. Answering the cor-
respondent's request for a statement
concerning his answer to the com-
mittee's request, Mr. Hamilton din-
toted the following textual reply:
Preparing Reply.
"I am preparing a reply ,to the re-
quests of :41.- committee, which will
be sent when courpleted to Neaident
McCall, of she New York Life Ia-
suranoe cl)mprany."
Mk. Ilamiltoo said the. • was the
informal statement he woud now
make, but continuing shift informal
talk be pointed out that it would be
maniSestly improper to &veto'se or
discuss, the nature of the reply be-
fore it had been submitted to the
committee. Moreover, he was now
engaged in framing his reply so that
his work was noe yet completed.
"You can say, however," Mr. Ham
illost added, "that try answer will be
complete. You can also say that
Hresilent MicCalp undixthredly will
submit my reply to the cosnmittee.'
Concerning the length of his reply
Mr. Hamilton said he could say rsoth
ing concerning that point.
The correspondent suggested that
Mr. Hamilton might without enter-
ing upon details of his reply give
his personal vic-ws upon the charges
put forward in New York.
Friend Talks.
Mr. Hamilton's friend thereupon
replied:
"But there are no charges. During
the cottese of the. legislative inquiry
certain statements have been made
relative to Judge Harnihon's rela-
tions with the subject but no charg-
es have, been formulated and he is
now engaged to the best of his abil-
ity in answering the statements made
front tiriit to time concerning him."
When Mr. Hamilton was asked
whether he would return to New
York he said it would depend entire-
ly upon the determination of the doc
toes. The friend of Mr. Hamilton
added:
"Judge Hamilton has been asked
to/take a prolonged cure at the
strings. His illness is now manifest
ing itself in a cutaneous affection of
the hips and shoulder. 'Should the
doctors decide that his return to the
springs is impeuetive, Judge Hamil-
to nwill probably have to comply, 29
saving his health is far more import-
ant to him than this insurance cons
travesty."
In conclusion Mr. Hamilton said
ire hoped to he able to complete and






MR. TAYLOR'S LIMB BROKEN
WHILE WRESTLING WITH
MR. DAVIS.
Mrs. M. F. Dunn Will Be Able to
Come Out in a Few Days—
Whitt Wickliffe Hurt.
Word from Smithland yesturday
wa6 that in the morning Mr. Thomas
Davis and 'hr. George Taylor were
playfully scuffling with each other,
when tthe latter was thrown to the
ground with force sufficient to break
his lag. The two are the best of
friends and the mishap is to be re-
gretted.
.Mr. Davis is a brother of Mr.
Cade Davis, of this city, and broth-
er-in-law of County Oerk Charles
Graham.
Continues Recovering.
Captain William C. Clark contin-
tits to improve at his home on South
Fourth street. He will be able to
leave his bed in a few days.
Sitting Up.
General Freight Agent Smith, of
the New York Central, railroad, is
able to be up at she railroad hospital
here, but it will be a week or ten
days before he is able to leave flor
bis home. He was coming out of
Louisville towards this city last week
When he got off the train at Green-
ville, Ky., to speak to the agent and
the train started off. In rushing to
catch the coach he was thrown to
the ground sand painfully bruised all
over his body.
Greatly Improved.
Mrs. M. F. Dunn is improving
rapidly at 'her home on South Sixth
street, and, will be able to cotne out
in a few days. 'Ate felt several
weeks ago and fractured several ribs.
Confined at Hoene.
Mr. C. C. Rose is confined at his
borne on West Jefferson street with
his injured beck which he painfully
sprained several days. ago while try-
ing to lift a heavy ,,t0N^C at his res-
idence.
Apparently Resting Well.
Mrs, Edward Curd is apparently
resting well at the home of her son,
Postman Jesse G. Curd, but her con-
dition in yet quite serious. She was
overcome with a stroke of paralysis
last week while out in , the yard
where she. was found lying by 'irsem-
hers of the family.
Painfully Hurt Hand.
Whitt 'Wickliffe, son of W. A.
Wickliffe, the Register's circulation
manager, got his hand caught in the
press of the paper yesterday at noon
and wee painfully hurt. Paper had
caught in the mrachine and he stuck
his 'hand in to pull it out, when the
blade folding the paper came down
on it and painfully mangled the hand.
AGENT RESPONSIBLE.
Life Insurance Company Cannot Be
Blamed for Rebates.
Frankfort, Ky, Nov. 30.—The
court of appeals, in an oputon by
Judge Nutur, reversed the Fulton cir
cwt court in the case of the Equit-
able Life Assurance. company vs.
the commonwealth. Appellant was
indicted and convicted for riolation
of section 656, the anti-rebating stat-
ute. Joseph B. Alves,, the agent in
question having remitted to the com-
pany through its state agent, the
amount chic the company on two $5,-
000 policies, this court holds that the
company cannot be held liable for a
criminal action, as •in this case, where
the rebating was done without the
knowledge or consent of appellarnt.
The Court says the agent who does
rebating is liable.
FIRE IN GRAVES.
Property Amountin.g te SS,oca De-
stroyed at Farmington.
'Mayfield, Ky. Nov. 30—A fire oc-
curred at Farmington, Graves coun-
ty, nine miles from here Tuesday
night at 12 o'clock, causing a loss of
$8,000.
Two store houses are destroyed,
one belonging to Tribe Wilson, and
occupied by W. T. Adair & Son, as
a dry Woods store, and the other
owned by Ed Colley and occupied
by Herman Evans, an undertaker.
Mr. Adtair's loss is about $1,5oo.
The buildings were not valuable. The
total insurance atTDOWITTS to about
$5,000.
The origin of the fire is unknown.
SWEPT BY FLAMES
• Horse Cave, Ky., Nov. 3o —Fire
whicli broke (ilk bete i;liortly after
midnight destroyed an entire- block
in the caplet Ibtf 'ripest Case, cauing
a loss of $20,000. The flansete vrere
first diseratifired lit 12:20 o'clock.
Etsgland's_grocely etore. Redford's
dreso ItiiirtsPlinA 'Me local t hont
exalt*** Mafia by Georg*
were .101.1)304.01ostt1red, while ,..etber
propalft- serroustlY datnaged. The
Inns is partly eoveried by inotanence
Sabacgib• f
OUR EDUCATORS
ANNUAL MEETING TO BE
HELD TODAY AND TO-
MORROW AT MURRAY.
It Will Be One of the Most Import-
ant Held in History of the Dis-
trict Organization.
Reports from Murray are that the
annual convention there by the First
Congressional 'District Educational
association promises to be one of the
largest in the history of the organiza-
tion as aireaUy a numiher of educa-
tors are there preparatory for the
gathering w.aich commences this
morning and lasts until tomorrow
afternoon. Superintendent Lich and
a number of other teachers of here
will go down this morning and par-
ticipate in the session.
The programme for the meeting is
as fol'oves:
Friday, Dec. I, to a. m.
The meeting of the association will
he held in the First Christian church.
'Prayer. •
Welcutne—layor of NIlurray.
Response—S. J. BiNington, Supt.
MicCracleen county.
'President's address—J. 0. Brown,
Kurray.
Friday Afternoon, 1:30 p. m.
General round table.
School rnanargement----J. S. Rags-
dale. • •
r. Self control of the teacher.
2. The dull pupil.
3. The overbright pupil.








r. Good spelling—What is it? How
obtained.
Reading—Its relation to gther
studies. How can it be improver)?
3. Language—Its value as a discip-
line for the mind. To what extent is
the school responsible for time good
language of the pupil?? How ob-
tained.??
Improvements of the rural public
schools—W. D. Dodd, Mlayfiekl.
r. Local and county taxation.
2. Concentration plan.
3. Better teaching force.
4. Arousing public sentiment in fa-
vor of better schools. How can it
be done?
5. Better nominal schools.
High school—E. George Payne,
prirwipal Paducah high school
t. State aid.
2. Commercial value of high school
education compared with grammar
school education.
3. How can the attendance of the
bight school be increased? ?
4. Some needed imrprovements.
s Relation of the high school to
the communit
Friday Evening, 7 p. m.
Address.--Poif. Kirkland, president
Vanderbilt University.
Saturday Morning, g O'clock.
Devotional
The achoola part in placing the
child in the right relation. .
(a) To the family—C M. Lieb,
Supt. Paducah schools.
(b) To the school—J. H. Fuqua,
state supt. public instructior..
(c) To the church—Rev. J. S.
Cheek, pastor First Baptist church.
(d) to business—A. Ml. Rouse, man
ger Draugon's Business college.
(e) To the state—A. jt G. Wells,
Murray, Ky.
Southern biterature—Miss Emma
Morgan, department of literature, Pa-
ducah high school.
What rock, teach—Harry Neal
Huse. president Kentucky Western
sctiool, Lone Oak, Ky.
Saturday Afternoon, 1:3o O'clock
Normal training school for Ken-
tucky.
T. J. Coates, supt. Priu-ton schools.
'Fred Harp, Bardwell, Ky.
J. B. Ward, Oakton, Ky.
J. C. Cheek, Fulton, Ky.
Trend of modern eituration--A. M.
Columbus, Ky.; Alfred Cun-





Executive 'Committee — J. 0.
Brown, president; WI H. Sun, vice




PADUCAH REAL ESTATaa. WESTERN KENTUCKY FAR/0 EAST
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
ir.DG R w. warsrmmosiar.... Piadtuksalso
parents--How
time and energy in
can it be done?
worts—Mks. Dollie
POWER 07 sma..L IS SHOWN
Eight-Inch Projectile pierces Armor
Plate and Deck.
Washington, Nov. 30—What an
ei.j<ht-incit armor-piercing shell fired
at a distance of t,soo yen& will do
to the sidle of an armor plate on a
protective deck nearly three inches
tthick was demonstrated at the naval
pmsing wounds at Indian Head, Md.
The shell peireed the five-inch plate,
went throne* the inclined protective
deck and buried itself in the coal
himirer.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Mrs Airy Bass, of Louisville, the
kPrittinel "Mr* Wilgus, of the Cabbage
Pottle has filed suit at Clevelantika,
net Liebler & Co., New York
theatrical Managers, far $2s0.000
dareageo. She alleges that she Ins
been antvoYed and hurrilialad through
presentation of the play upon the
SPECIAL SALE OF
FINE CHINA WARE AND
TERRA COTTA GOODS.
Ten Days Only
Dainty pieces of Chinaware from the finest potteries of France, Aus-
tria, Germany and Japan. Exquisite in design and decorations
Owing to our crowded stock we offer our entire selection at
about half its worth. Sale ends December 9th.





The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
BODY WRIT FOR Si.o00.000.
Connecticut Man Under Guaid Pend-
ing Settlement.
South Norwalk, Conn., Nov. 3o.--A
body writ for $1,000,000 has been
served on C. Munson Raymond. a
former New Yorkm broker, in a suit
brought to recover securities and
bonds to the amount of more than
$1,o0o,000, which it is said, were in-
trusted to Mr. Rarosind care more
than two years ago.
Mir. Raymond has evaded service
in the suit for two years. He
was found at the home of his nophew,
Seymour Curtis, here.
In preference to going to jail in
default of a Iniftion dollar bond, Mr.
Raymond agreed no be constantly
under guard of two deputy Oberiffs.
It is understood that the cast arose
out of a transaction in Carbon Steel
company stock. John D. Slaybenck
of New York sued Mir. Raymond and
the ease is still pending in the New
York counts, it is said.
,Mir. Slaybaele seeks to recover 10,-'
000 shares of Carbon Steel *Sock,
with dividends for ten yeati back,
which, it is alleged, he transferred
tensporstilly to Mr. Raymond ten
years ago, While he (Slaytiack) was in
financial difficulties.
Edwin V. Morgan, at present
American minister to Korea, has
been aPpointed American AN es- to
p.
""4..
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
n health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
• install the best sanitary fixtures made.
namely Illtradelid• Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated






Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do :take
it to
o n j. ble%C1, jeweler.
224 Broadway, • Paducah, Ky.
Cuba, to succeed minister Squier:,
whose resignation has been received
and acceptedl Mr. Squirts' retire-I
merit is based upon slYTTIC in feeling
which has arisen in Cuba over his
attitude toward the general proposi-




Extended October Terns, 37th Day,
s7th clay of November, Kos.
Allie MeCord, plaintiff, vs. Harry
Augustus, defendant; equity.
Ordered that this action e referred
to Cecil Reed, Master Commissioner
of this court, to take proof of assets
and liabilities of the estate of W. E.
Augustus, deceased, and all persons
having claims against said estate are
requiredito properly verify and file the
same, before earl commiwOoner, on or
before the tst dity of January, reo6,
or they will be forever hatred ftom
asserting any chain.' against the Its-
sets in the bands of the administra-
tor, unadminiatered: and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
fronts collecting their claims against
said estate except through this reit
Ordered that this order be insblislied
in the "Pachscah Daily Register'. as
nequired by law. A copy attest,
*1 A. KILLER. Clerk.




...PLUMBING...Steam and Hot Water fleatino
Phone 133. 52.. Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Of Paducuth, Kentuclitr,
Capital and Surplus $155,430c)
ED P. NOBLE, PRES G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PEEL
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault fcr rent at $s to tiro per year as to site. You carry your env,
key and no one bat yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS /IS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, reog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations agreasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndtand Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones II
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
-FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726

























S eriffs Tax Sale
I, will on Monday, the 4th day of
December, 1905, (circuit court day)
at' the McCracken county court house
door, sell 4o the highest bidder for
<ash, the following described lots and
lands, or so much thereof as is neces-
sary to pay the state and county
taxes assessed for the year 1905.
Sale to begin between the hours of
ea and to a. m.
L. D. NYPTER,
Sheriff of McCracken County.
WHITE LIST.
First District.
Augustus, W. E. est. of. z It
1406 S. 4th 
-Althoff, Phil, i It 714 S. 4th  
Argust, Tom z It Lao S. 6th 
Anderson, Chas z It O'Bbien
add 
Alford, Jay i It 151 Woodward
Ave  4.03
Blandford, I It Willie it..... 16.32
Hush  13.78
Briant, John 34 ac sw R. D 
Ryky d  to48
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, t It 63o
Bryant, John 34 acres  • 8.89
Ehzabeth  4.75
Bulger, Ja• ft wife I It 1708
B•road  7.03
Ballowe, R. P. 1 It T3th &
Jackson  .
Burrows, Hugh k wife 54 at
nr N. Potter & t It 1107, S
4th  • t6.68
Burton, Rosen. 3 Its 70o Goe-
bel Ave-S. 4Sb-flays Ave t7.oi
Bell, E. E. t It. S. 3rd bet \
Husband and George  64.57
Burger Louis t It 413 Elia-. 8.41
Birchett, E. E. 1 It 1827 /Mee
it  5.66
Bond, Mrs. A. E i It 1341 S.
9th st. 
Burkholder, J H 1 It Nor. Add
Brandon, G. C. (N. R.) 1 It
9th & Boclanau,  4-07
Budde, Frank z It S. 12th st  10.27
Broils, M. T. 3 Its. Norton. it
O'Brien Ad ..... %.... ,... 6.13
Burkholder, J. J. i I Bdte st. 4.76
Bryant, Walter z k Jack at 4,13
Brooks, Mrs. a It. O'Brien
Add ...... ....At  is.ao
Burks, S. W. a It °Brien
............ . 4.20
Carroll, W. J. T It 1013-1015
Jones it.  11.17
Clark, Mrs. Jane a its 291
Clements et. & Ash. Ave. 5.10
Coleman. C. A. z It 622 S. 4th 9.10
Conley, Mrs. M. L. z It fits S.
4th it. 10 .27
Conniptions, Joe i It lotti S.
4th. • • • •
-Calloway, Jack a Its PoweH &
Gamuts ate .... 
Curd. George E. z It George
bet .6th & 7th 
Carmer, Ernest t It 43o Ash-
croft Ave    6.34
Carthey, Clark x k Cletts. it 7.90
Cumbee. W, A. aches-. 11.64
Davis, Mrs. R. T. *4 Its 1294
S. gth it 8.89
De Load', Ed t It Jones nr
t6th.... .......... 7.o3
Doyle, Mrs. M. T. t It 8t7
Term it.  6.13
Chamblin & Murray Add... 4 75
Dyson, A. C. i It 237 Clem. it. 7.03
Delvers, Ben. 0. t k 422 Kin-
cad Ave    .6.34
Drennon, Mrs Mary i It Eula
St. 
Dupree, Chas. t it Kincaid Ave
Duiguid, Mary, 4 k Clem. it.















Eggleston, Sue I It 4t4t & Geo. 
it.4-75
Elliott, A. F. i It. Gent st 5.44
Edrington, Ida t It Ben. Road 3.38
Fuller, E. 2 its. 3rd & Norton 11.64
Farris, Jost It 9tb & Bock 6.13
Flynn, Robt. T lot Clem. st 4.07
Frailey, J. F. i It Hays Ave. 6.13
Field!, John 12 Its bet 4th &
6th, South 
Farman, John z It 6th & Broad 5.25
Futrell, J. P. t It O'Brien Add 3.10
•Green, Mrs. T. B. I It 132,
Farley it  6.23
6th it  31.15
Gibson, W. W. i It 708 Goebel
Ave. 
•Gregory, Cam I It Tenn. St 6.48
George, J. E. (N. R.) t It 
Hays Ave..... ....... 6.13
St.  3.65
Goode), Willie x It Rushing
St  3.10
Gilbert, Mrs. Emm.. z It
Cleveland Ave.  3.38
Hughes, Geo. t It 9-Hus4). &
Boelcinan  4.96
&louver, L F. I it too8 Tenn 9.14
Mines, Bud z It 16th & Tents. 13.95
Hendon, Fred 2 Its 713 Goebel
Ave. ............ 12.21
Hessig, Dr. H. T. 9 Its Toth &
Court, 9th & Jones, 8th &
Jackson 91•78
'Hostetter, Mrs. Mary t It 175
Woodward Ave .  3.65
'Husbands, Wm. x It 634 Eliza-
beth it  9.10
Hamby, H. H. i It 6T4 Nor 
St. ...... ........ 13.23
Nixon, W. T. eat. 3 Its Little
Add. 10.27
112.1111iltOtl, W. B. I It 433 Geo.
it.  7.72
Humphrey, John 1 It S. 9th
bet Hush. & Backman  5.64
Hogan, Mr. J. i It tith above
Jones. 8.89
Houseman, W. C. t It O'Brien
Add.  • 4-69






Mills, Geo. I It rzth & Bock...
Mills & Coppage (N. R.) I It
S. loth & Beckman 
Miles, J E. (N. R.) I It Eliza
beth it. 
Miher, Geo. A. 1 It Thurman
Add 
Mancals: Lewis t It M'ch'b'g..
Miller. T. G. 1 It Goeble Ave.
Mullen, Joe I It Guthrie Ave
Manley, W. H. Tully Add ..
Moore. A. II. t It O'Brien
Add 
Neighbors, Mrs Geo. : It 820
'S. 7Ith it. 
Moles, W. J. 1 It O'Brien Add
Qrtmars, Chas i k 13th & 0.
Petter, Justus a Its 633 Eliza-
beth it. 
Price, Ben H. I It 1113 S. 4th
Price Ben H. Adm. for Bryaat
est 2 It 1190 S. 8th 
Porter, C. R. a Its little Add
Preens. Mre.- W. C. t It 613
Ohio st 
Putman,). L. z It 7th & Jones
it. 
Powell, E. G. z It Willie it...
Tope Win. T It Thurman Add.
Pryor, W. L (N. R.) I It 4th
ar Husband 
Pierson, Ed z It Wch'b'g 
Paducah Textile Co. t It
Yeiser Ave  43.34
Pitman, his. Belle z It Imo
Jones it.  6.. z 3
Ferry, F. W. t It T628 Teem it 8.90
Price. S. J.1 It O'Brien Add.. 3.24
PhilkiPs, Dr. T. L. (N. R.) a
its. O'Brien Add.  4.20
Quarles, W. H. 1 It Clem.... ,,, 8.4z
(Junks, J. M. (N. R.) 32 ac
nr Old Fair Grounds, ,. 46.10
Quark', J. M. N. R.) for 1904
32 ac nr OW Fair Grounds.
Quinn, Hosea i It 6th & Nor.
Quinn,. Hosea for 1904 I It 6th
& Norton 
6 E ..Bflc...rs...kt3
Rudolph, Celan(' T It Little
Add 
Rarranage, Jas est 1 It 1013 S.
3rd st 
Russell. Alex r It 16211 Jones st
Rose, Jas & wife x It 9th &
Bockmon 
Ruark, Wm 1 It O'Brien Add 
Rutledge, Win 1 It Thurman
Add
St. John, Wm. x It 1330
Guthrie Ave 
Schroeder, Mary C. I It 1531
Goebel Ave. 
Smith, Jos L. 1' It Willie st 
Sidlivart, E. Z. t it 817 hay-
field Road 10•48
Schofield, A. V. i It itth & 0.
Sayer, Jobansa r It Sowell
Add 
Schulte, G. W s It Wortott
S. S. Add 
.isonK4
Shernvrell, L. B. 1 It Clem. at.
Snyder, Heirs z It Meyers it
Scott, Frank, A. for wife 65 Sc
nr Biagwell stk Dist  12.53
Scott, Mrs. Mary 1 It 026 Nor-
ton st. to.07
Seascon M'r'l Co. 630 ft on
Myers it.  158-71
Stallings, J. W. i tt. Sowell
Add  3.38
Smith, Thorns. 1 It Clem. it 4.07
'
Sutherland, Robert 1 It 8as
Mayfield Road 
Story, Rufus i It Bridge at 
Starrett, J. W. i It Harr Ave
Streader, Ida M. I It stis & 0.
Haybaker, J. H. i It ixth &
Norton it  4-75
Hubsey,F. L. & L. D. 1 It 313
Jarrett it 5.44
Johnson; F. & Co. Unsprayed .
on) x 14th & Tenn.  4.07
jo.ncr, Mrs. Mt E. i It 629
McKinley st.  6.13
Jeak:ns, J. R. i It Thurman
Add.... ........... 3.38
JuL.•)n, li. J. I It Tully Add. 2.69
Jones, x.a.L Annie i It Rushing
St . 5•31
Janes, L. P. 1 IL O'Bhien Add 2.69
Keebler, Mrs. Nancy 1 It Ash-
brook Ave. .,  3-38
Kolb, J. T. z it Husband's &
Jarrett Add.  8.49
Lee, C. C. 4 Its S. 7th, 13th
Monroe & Goebel Ave... .. 39.25
Leonard, Mrs. 0. A. a It 14.21
S. 3rd & 2nd &
Lendley, Geo. I It x615 S. 4th
Loftin, Jas. i It 231 -Choir A..
Lax, Robert t It Clem. it...
Lowe, Sam D. (N. R.) i It
1530 S. 6:h st. 
Levy, Mrs. Matilda i It 1308
Jackson it. 
Lewis, Henry t tt3t15-&
Langston, J. Y. t It WcWb's
Little., Jay z It Sowell* Add..
Lame, H. A. T It Little Add
McHenry, Mrs E. A. i It 1210
'Tenn. 
McIntyre, Robt t It 17th &
Jones 
McClure, R. F. i It 217 Jarrett
It. 
McClure, H. lit 912 S. tith it
McNeal, Thari It Metzgers
Add  3.24
McKinney, Chas I It Wood
ward Ave.  3.38
McGoodwin, Chas & Co. i it
& Nbrton  3-38
Mitchell, Mrs. Carrie Its 708
-710 S. 13th it.  13.02
Wile, Harry i It 4th & Josses
sts  13.05
Miles, Joe V. (N. R.) z It S.
6th bet Geo..11c Eliz. 
Matlock, F. M. i it loth &
Hush at. 
Mills, Mary D. I It 1303 S.
8th st. 
Matheney, W. R. & Wife, i It
424 Ashbrook Ave 
Morgan, (fox (N. R-) 2 R.
Husbands 
, Chas. i It Churchill
15-78
13.41 Imompson, Chas I It Clem. it.
-1-1-17 Turner, I. M. lit $..._8tit 
5•71 Taylor, Caroline B. i It Thur-
man Add 
9.10 Tl.omp_on, Nellie 1 It Guthrie
Ave :. . 
10•27 Upton T. L. t It 8th & Norton
Ntogr,-Mri.-Mtry-i-44-issp-S....
4.75 Toth 
7•51 Vandergen, A. 5.,..z It Hays
4.20 Ave. 
Walker, Frank 1 It 441 Hays
7.51Ave. 
Walker,y.  J. S. 1 It 2126 Yeiser7.03A
Willson, Mrs. Ida 3 its 211-15-
4.07 19 Short it.  18.54
15.78 Wilson, M. G. by R. G. Wit-
ocia i It 265 Clem. 
Whitmer, Mrs. R. E. it (304
Jackson 
Withers, J. P. 1 it 323 Jarrett
* 
Wade, Finley I It Eula st 
Wade, J. M. i It Eula st 
Witi2tre, Jcdrn H. I It Metz-
gm n Add 
Wallace, Owen t It izi6 Jack-
son it. 
/3.78 Wilcox, Clint (N. R.) x It
Monroe it. 
25.56 Williams, Tbos. (N. R.) 1 It
Ctements at. 
7.51 Wallace, B. C. 1 k Hush....
Wilkins, T. B. 1 it Sowell Add
4-75 Williams, Walter I It S. 4th
 st
Weakes, Amanda x It Chain-
6.13 blin Add 
Wilson, E. 1 It 01Brien Add 
4.75 Wilson, Mrs. Annie z it Yeiser
9.71 Ave.... ............
  
Yopp, M. C. a Its O'Brien Add
Yarbrab, Henry 1 It Asbchaft
Ave 
7.51 Yates, Lizzie I It Eliz. st.....
Second District.
3.38 Anderson, 1. 0. 1 It sr S. 4511
5.44 Agnew, Lucille 1 It Coudt St.
8-89 Arnold, J. W. 3 Its O'Brien
Add 
Baker, Blake x It S. 9th bet
Clark & Adams 
Barnes, D. W. z It 426 S. 9th
at 
6.13 Bottom, Jas. 7. It South Side
3-10 Brown, Daisy I It sOth &
13.02 Adtms
Cunningham, J. C. 2 Its 136 &
Clark 
10•48 Champion, J. W. x It Block 46
pitiless% L. B. a It 906 Brom-
7-51 son Ave. & Blows 
9-79 Dixon, Geo. W. 1 It alit &
Adams 
Evert', Torn J. it It Mill it 
Fisher. 0. W. a It S. 3th &
lath bet Finley & Burnett.
Goeitory, Elbert 1 k alga bet
Ctark & Alants 
GalLai:bihere Laos& I It 9th &6.13 Tr
4-07 Giibert, Mrs. Elizabeth 1 It 530
S. 6th 
Griffin, Bd t It 
Grief, John for wife x It 6th &
Jackson 
Grief, Mrs. M. A. 3% ac fly
jHedolg'ens,Ajr.tsW. t It S. 6th it
526 
Haybeck, Temple 2 Its Mchbg
Jones, T M. Heirs 1 It 9th &
Jackson 
Johnson, M. W. i It 414 Clark
46.78 Lyle, Ed B. 2 Its Court bet
4-75 and & 3rd-Bway bet 25-26.
McKinney, Mrs. Atmie I It
6.98 Court it. 
McAnany, Henry 1 It Wort.
Add .... .... ....  4-20
6.25 M. Cain 1 It S. 9th....  12.89
Miller, Mat Y., ac nr John Arts 9.10
11./55 Morgan, Mrs. Mary E. 3 Its
8.35 Court-S, 60-S. 7M  30.94
Miller, Mrs. Alice i It W End
6.35 Meyers, Geo. x It Adams bet
5.32 and & 3rd. 
' ltlahaffy, Chas 1 It 8th nr
3.38 Washington 16.82
Martin, P. M. 4 Its Thurman
7-72 S. S. Add 
Newton, L. it 1 it z3t11 &
8.83 Jackson 
6.35 Orm, L. G. z It 5th bet Court
& Washington  17.57
Owen, Jesse 1 It atst & Adams 6.13
Plunket, ?Ars. W. B. i It
Plunkett Hill 
6•96 Purdue, A. D. (N. R.) x It S 
6W st.  10.26
15.72 Petter, It A. & L. 'J. I It S.
Richardson, E.. B. I It 3 
z0.82
4.07  sc 
2o
 
... .... ....... .. 05.64
Robertson, T. W. T It S. 3rd it
Ratph, W. C. t It 13th & Jack
Stiptherland, M. t ft To &
Clark 
Spence, Sarah 14 Its nr R. ft 
Stanley 
Stockman, R. J. (N. R.) rt.i ac
nr T. 5 Joni* 
Singleton, Miss Linie a Its
Adams & Mechem, & 8th..
p.51 Stanley, M. M. 2 Its 2'5 S 19th
6.13 Sutherland, E. Z. Alice, 3 Its
4.75 Wheeler Ave.
12.33 Teel, R. E. sit 91k bet auk
Shaw, Cratberine It Jones bet
7th & 8th
Smith, W. It. 9 Its O'Brien
Add. 
Smith, It if S..6tis,.
Smith, C. W. i It S. 3rd it...
Spore, J. M. i It Gilson Add
Sayers, Kate i It Chb'I'n Add.
Stegall & Potts t It Rush. st.
Smith, E. -B. 4t Thur'n Add..
Troutman, J. E. x It 1335 S.
8th st. 
Troutman, Dr. J. S. for Mattie
Walker eat, i It Broad bet
5th & 6th. ....... .
Thompson, John Q. I It 707
Traisor Chas i It 1213 S. 6th
Thomas, J. H. (N. R.) I it
1235 S. 3rd sit. 
Trice, Robt. I It 4th above
Norton 
& Adams
6.41 Thornberry, C. 0. i It Monroe
bet 16th & 17th..........
4.21 Van Culin, 5. L. 5 Its Rtown
8.83 Waiters, W. B. for J. H. Burk-
3.38 holder no se nr
3.10 Harkey ............ . .
4.20 White, I B. for wife i It 319
4.62 S. 8th 
310 Woremazi, W. L. a It x2th bet
Jackson & Ohio 
5.65 Yopp, G T Its O'Brien Add 
















































































Bass, Wm It Fountain Park
Bryant, J. (N. R.) I It N: loth
11.65 Ppetterson, Jas. z It Camp. at.
Brown Margaret x It N. 8th
Brown, Emma x It Harrison
17-90 bet loth & nth 
Bryant, W. T. I It 6th &
Yeiser 
Bower, M. E. 1 It 12th st 
Bauer, Mary E. x
Bowden, Kitty
16th & 17th 
Callahan, Con heirs 2 Its
Collier, Dora. A. 2 Its
rison bet 7th & 8th 
'oilier Tom R.) a Its
Harrison 7th & 8th 
Conroy, J. T. i It Powell Adel 
Clark Harwood, a Its W. Har-
rison  •
Cox, L. A. i It Block 56....
Chandet, Joe Mrs. (N. R.) I It
N 13th st. 
--Downs; j. S. for striae 5-
Trim -8th & Clark 
Jn ii:.a  
N i2th 
Draffia, R. E. i It Thim. 16th






Adams, Chas i It 9th bet.
B'way & Court  6.13
E.Ci_for_Mrs_A...
Johnson x It 4th & Clark  32.32
Baird, Miss C. A. i It Faxon
Add  2.69
Burnett, Mrs. M. L.i It B'way
bet 13th & 14th  13.02
Brown, G. H. for wife i It
x736 _Jefferson  17.57
aiketi-,-Fse (N. -IC)-Yob-
Charnbus  8.89
Bryant, J. W. 3 Its Fountain
Ave  11.65
Bennett, C. S. z It monroe it 6.13
Adlie..Jae g. i it zith &
B'way  13.-6-1711-tr7I:EF -IfT 8Sti- & liar.
Barnett, W. W. i It B'way bet Eskridge, J. W. i It Rtown....
bet 16th &   15.78 Echols, T. H. & Oliver I It..
liaskette, T. C. i It 2315 B'way 201: Farrar i It W. Jeff 
Cobb, Mrs. M. S. I It 616 Floternay, G. A. 7 Its W Eni
d
B'way   57.12 Afton Heights •
Cousane, C. W. i it W B'way 2.83 Garvey, Mrs. India 1 It 
gas
Clark, Brarssford for wife tilt N. 6 
2oth & Jefferson    31.15 Greer, J. K. 2 Its O'Brien Ad
d.
ooper, W. Y. 5 Is Block ..26 4.07 Grouse, Ed i U 1637 Clay....
Cox, W. E. 1 It Block 4.07 Holland, Sam z It 835 
N. 7th
Clark, Pat. E. (N. R.) x It Hall, C. R. a It ith & Harris
.
Clay bet 13th & 14th  4 76 Heiitiron, Fred (N R.
) x It.
Cartawr th krigt, J. S. z It Fountain LN. zo
Park 2.96 Harrison, Caleb a
c Gra-
Dniguid, G. C. for wife It bamville 3
 Its Mamp. Ave..
23rd & B'way  .... 21.43 Hudson, Mrs. heirs
 z It 1119
Dicke, J. W. i It O'Brien Add 6.82 /Mon'Monroe
Evans, H. H. I It Jeff bet 17th Hill, Mary E. z I
t Trim. it..
& rads  11.86 Hunt, M. E. i It Mad. 
Fields, B. 1). & S. H. Taylor Hill, Ed B. x I
t Clay 
12 Its S. 3rd lir Bro..ad.... 8.89 Holbrook, M. B. z I
t Harrison
Grief, Mrs. Gertta for heirs I Halton, J. M. i
 It Benton R 
It 12th bet Jeff & Monroe.. 6.13 James, Leonard i It 416 N. 4th
Grief, L. A. M. 4Its S. 3rd-S. Johnsen, W. F. z It Rtown 
4th-N xath  28.05 James, W. K. x It Salem Ave.
Goodman, W. A. 12 Its Block Jorden, Emily or Gorden 1 It
62.  7.86 Harrison at. 
Green, W. S. 5 Its Hays Ate  5.31 Kilcoyne, Mrs. z It
Grouse & Fisher I It S. 4th st 3.38 Trimble st 
Grouse, Adolph I It S. 4th.. 2.69 Kelly, Mrs. H. B. i It Maple-
13 & lath  38.04 wood Terrace 




















Lukins, H. K. 2 Its '717 Mad.
Hays, H. D. 1 It W B'way... McWilliams, Mrs. John t It
Hart, Illary F. 1 It Wash- Harrison bet ix & lath.
invent Ave.  10.27 McCreary, J. F. 2 Its Fouts-
Hawkins, T. A. I It B'way bet ..tain Ave 
alst & 2211d  43.02 N loth
Houser, B. H. x It West End 3.10 Martin, J. R. (N. R.) 4 Its N.
Jennings, H. W. a It Monvoe Toth Harrison & Flournoy
bet DUI & z7tli.  9.16 Markey, J. B. for wife t It 1240
Jests, 0. B. z It 8th & Jones 7.52 N. 13th 
Joarelege, R. E ilt Harrisoe Milburn, J. D. z It 432 N 
bet lit% & 12th  7.52 Burnett its- Salem Ave.
Meeibem, Mrs. Kate i It
& Trimble 
Markey, John 1 It Madison
bet 17dk &
Millington, S. C. (N. R.) a Its
4.75 Clay 
3.38 Miller, J. J. (N R.) x hCairo R
Mallard, Ed 1 It 8th .st 
4.75 Mitchell, W. I it 5th bet Tenn 
& Jones 
5.32 Mercer, T. E. t It 6th & Bur 
Pell, Mrs. Anna a It 4th &
Madison 
Porteour,. Win 2 Its Trim. at
Portour, Wm. for J. D. Por-
r .10 teous t It Trim. it. 
40 • 11 Padgett, Barney a Its O'Brien
nr Add 
5.45 Poolei29.dstitilimlb6 -.(
Reed, Jeff for wife i It 10th
43.35 & Clay 
Roberts, N F. I It 1720 Harris 
4.07 Robertson, Minnie (N. R.) x5
4.48 at nr Ger. Ratcliffe 
Roark, J. F. for wife z It Clay
5.24 bet 14th & 1501 
Roettenger, A. 115 Its Block 34
174.25 Rouse, Mrs. Carlo t It N. lath
4.97 Rudolph, Goyl It 24tis & Court
..N Nan 
5.38 Smith, F. J. t It N 12th 
Sheppard, Jos M. (N. R.) r It
1155 N i3th 
Sabin, A. F. (N. B.) I It 1113
Trimble 
Swift, T. P. 1 It 321 N. 4th 
Sweeney, Mrs. Maggie x It
•Mladison, bet 17th & 18th 
Singleton, G. G. 365 ac. Bonds
Station 
Singleton, G. G. for wife a Its
30$ N. 6th 8c Harrison sts 
Simko", Wm. i It Rushing at
Sanders, W. D. i It Fount.
Park 
Sowell, J. B. I It Rtown 
Stone, Mrs. S. J. I It 923 N 7th
Sc'hiffman, Fred I It Fax. Add



















Jones, Brent t It 0'13eien Add 0.69
See, F. It West End  2.83
Lewis, Thos. E. x It W. B'way 4.75
Lemon, Sid i It II 8th st. 35
Lotman, Powder Co. z It isth
& Court 
Langston, J. S. x it Willie it.
Lieber, Henry t It S. 5th nr
Hospital 
Mcistyre, DD. C. I It T3th &
Burnett 
McAdams. Geo. I It Allot
Heights  3.83
McGee i It West End  3.38
McCune, Bob k Madison bet
17th & ifith -
Moss, T. E. 4 ac Holt 
Moss, T. E-Lyle 5 ac
Thompson Mill 
Maxwell, Mrs. L. W. t It
B'way bet 7th & 8th 
Murrell & Puckett i It N. 6th
bet Boyd & Finley 
sort bet 16th & 17th 
Parham, W. H. 4 Its 9th &
Norton & Toth & Norton 
Phillips, Robt. for Alden Knit-
ting Mills iltS. 8th & Nor.
Prirra, Geo. M. 1 It 3otit Jack.
Polymer, L. P. a Its O'Brien
Add 
Phillips, G. T. it It It 
O'BrienAdd  2.68
Ross, Mrs. M. L z It 1332
Monroe  10.27
Rose, H. A. 2 Its Elizabeth at 31.15
Roper, Alberti It A. Heights 3.38
Rush, Geo. t It FOurtain Park 4.75
Roger,, W. W. i It Ky Ave  4.48
Ftichardeon, R. B. a It O'Brien
Add  2.69
Smith, J. T. I It B'way 12th
& 13th  29.56
Skelton, J. W. It 219 N. 6th 58.7!
Snyder, Geo. i It B-way bet
loth &   13.02
'Simpson, Margaret 2 Its W. E. 4.06
Schrader, Margaret i It B. 9.• 5.45
Its
3
roe bet i6th 8c 17th
Smith. Gussie t It O'Brien
Add. 
Terrell, John B  I It Washing-
ton it 
Thomas, T. L. It W. End...
Warren, Char for children 2
II-way-22nd & 23rd 
Whiteside% Dr. C. E. 3 Its
Jones & S. toth 
Walton, J. M. 6 Its N. 7th-
Jeff-Lieberman Add  •
st. 
Wittemore. Edgar to854 ac Or
T. W. Aline..4. 130.36
Whittemore, Edgar for Tom
Lewis It Plunkett 4 .
Whitfield, W. G. It N. loth 7.51
White, W. M I It W. End  8.89
Wilson, Geo. II. It City  2.90
Fourth District.
Thimble 
Allison, J. A. It . 
Big Ten Imp. Co. t It Trimble
it. bet ,5th-& 16th.











TbOn1220% Mrs. M. 5. 1 k 303
10•95 Madison.... 
Vernegue, Joe i It 7th & Clay
2.69 Vernon, Mr. and Mrs. Greb-
etrstein 4 Its Ctay-11th &
14'61 
ut
3.10 Vogl*, Thos. & Son i Block 7.
Williams, Mks. C. E. I It Ma-
piewood Terrace 
Wicks,'M est. I It 420 S. 4th
Wilkins, Geo. W. It Rtown
Welber% Jas. heirs r It Then.
el 
Whitehead, W. J. r It 1721
Madison 
Wiiiiarns, A. F. 1 It 422 N. 5th
WHhiatrritkscsonk, Mrs. M. x It 1018
Whitlock, Miss Fannie i It
Harrison bet loth & irth 
Yarsy. J. D. z It N. 13th 
Final District.
14.61 Altock, Harris (N. R.) 24 at)
8.83
8.83
146..46: H. Sagent ......
3.to McClure, Mrs. Kate 40 ac tar
4-75 Miller, Albert Its Tyler 
Meadows, Geo. Hush R 
23.57 Muldrow, Sim so ac nr Clarks
8.83 Martin, Dr. . . sr- B 
4.75 M. Pryor 
9-78 Minarets, Amos 6 Its O'Brien
9•93 Add. ............





22.88 Pugh, John 44 ac nr J. E.
Jones • 
Picklemart„ Jacob 4 at nr B.
HovecaBmilliPC. 5•0' .. G' .. C.
Powers 
Riley, D. H. 54 at tsr B. J 
Hovecamp.... 
Roark, 0. B. (N. R.) 15 ac nr
Husband Road 
Radford, J. W. 15 ac Husb R.
Smith, est. by G. H. Smith a
4.0A at rir Oaks Station 
Smith, W. J. 25 ac rrr W. E.
35-45 Downing 
5.6s
Sheppard, W. L as ac nr Dare
3.38 Howard  .i•72
242..884  Sht•DpaPveardlioNs4wrsard.r...
6.13 ac ne M. Culp 
Smith, Mr Walter ( N. R. 22
W. . 2 0. . a C. . r. 
4.41
6.35
Thornton, Thomas t It Tyler 7.1,3
8.35 Wood, R. R. 150 ac nr J. B.
Watson  24.26
Wood, Clifford (N. R. so ac nr
R. R. Wood  8.83
Wood, V. L. go sic ref. Oaks R 9.10
Wation, J. B. 65„,ac nr L Y.
Craig  12.54
Waisrrer, J. H. 20 ac nr W.
Smith    5.65




8.-a, Josh (N. R.) 17 at tar
4.26Bel- t.omBasl,lajnacse. 
3 tts Boone it. 6.09
Brigmais, A. J. & Rosa a Its
Thurman Add.  3.03
Coly, N. A. for wife 2 Its Tyler 7.38
Culp, Monroe (N. R.) 35 at nr
nr H. Culp  4.41
Cox, Mrs. E. B. (N. R.) 200 ae
m- Dave Howard ...... 18.53
Dupriest, Alvy 2 ac nr Geo.
Milks 
Etter, T. J. 56 ac or Crebs Sta
English, est. I It 9th & Adams
Echols, John 3 ac nr Lawtone
Bluff...
Finley, J. M. 8o ac Ar T. J.
Reed 
Garbin, Elma I It Benton R 
Husbands, W. M. i It Bridge
St. 
Leidacker, John 35 ac nr Hus-
bands Roads 
Leidacker, John 35 at nr Hus-
ba




McClure, W. A. 280 ac nr
Oaks road  29•52
McClure, Iva 144 at nr H 
at nr Mrs.
5.44 Sixth District.
Adams, 'Poll 40 at or D.
Purdom  3.38
Robb, W. B. 65 ac rer W. Hall 6.13
Bass, C. 12 at nr C. C. Riley 4.94
8.83 Burns, heirs 15 ac nr Jas Beres 2.69
2.69 Briggs, Mrs. M. R. 6 ac or
Temple  5.54
7.51 Billingten, Fannie ao at rev A 
13.92 Gr" 
 10. 27
, Ed 70 at nr J. Borst  8.83Berger
13.92 Buchanan, S. F. 3 Its O'Bripea
Add 
8.35 Brarrstler Bros. i It O'Brien
Add.  5.69
Berger, C. itt O'Brien Add  2.69
47.29 Berger, John I It O'Brien
10.48 Add. ........ 2.69
Berger, Chris i It O'Brien
4.75
Clark, . (. NT' . . 2.69 
334.-0075 oaltiwt. Pntagye, 
S.
(N. k.) 35 Its
4.75 or T. 0. Rivet  9.10
4.89 Cunningham, W. J. Price   22.12
Childress, Jim too Its nr J. J 
3.38 Earnhart .. 8.61
Clopcton, J. D. x It O'Brien7.5. 
Add 
21.50 Davis, Mrs. Zino I It Labelle
7.5% ence Station 
Davidson,park Will x ac ne Flat-
4.75 Davis, John 80 ac nr Geo 
Wurth 
z6.81 Dunn, D. A. (N. R.) a Its
O'Brien Add 
33.38 Dowdy, H. G. 2 Its O'Brien
3•38 Add. 
Edwards, F. 200 at ni Melber
4.3 w.075 Futrurtell,hW..a.v.h .x6o.. a.
 
c.. n. r ...... 6  
64 "82 21 Fisher,Fif  R.aziet  C. .c.... s. .nr 3. L.. . . 
Fristoe, G. E. 56 at rw W. N 
14.30 Simmons ..........
14.61 Fletcher, Doc. to ac nr R. C 
Fisher 
Fagin, W. T. *4 ac or Schail-
fel% 
3•38 Frost, J. H. 61ts 0' Brien Add












8.89 14..mwa otiwripiperggi also threefor imblidese74
4.75k13 , for rent.releptsonet 
old,
B. :B. Griffith
A. Walt, E. 40 at nr A. Bl.
Berwhind, W ff 3 ac nr 1114171CHEllifT BUILDING.
Band are/ lid& phone WM at the rases, heih
sbicb sessilts fyin at ruititat. 0111e• hear




















































At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
:OHM WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
•
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Ibree Months  1.25
One Week  .10
Anyone failing to receive this pa
regulraly should report the matter ta
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Dec. 1, loan
It is proposed lo change the date
for the inauguratir of the president
from Mlarch 4th until some period
when the weather in Washington is
more likely to faihr crutdbor exercises
than is usually the case in March.
The matter was referr‘d or left to a
special committee and this body has
decided upon or chosen the 4th of
April as a propitious time for the
services in question. Another date
than April will have to be chosen if
the Washington April weather is
like that of °thee sections generality
and if the sentiment which attaches
to the 4th of Marcie because of their
proximity, is to be overcome at all.
The date which would prove accept-
able and whichehes often been eug-
gestedl if there it to be a change at
all is the Fourth of Jaily. There
would he less (abjection to the heat
of that date than to incletmeney of
March or April and then the patriot-
ism which the Fourth woutd promise
to inject in the eeehoses would over-
come all the sentiment as to the day
chosen by our forefathers and so
honored in the past because of the
men inaugurated.
ers of all animals killed for food as
brutal murderers as are the killers
men This professor clearly mis-
takes annual instinct for what is ac-
cepted as mant's intellect, and M mak
ing this error reasons that if man
has a so'til so have the beasts of the
fields and for that the birds of flit
air and the let:: of waters and
the creeping tl:ngs upon. the learth.
The idea is a refining sentiment but
it is a ridiculous proposition anti one
not taught by Holy Writ.
Da:eon Attorney Jorlarne, of New
York City, says there is too much
voting and that the multiciplicity of
elective offices mtut be stopped.
The district attorney would remedy
an evil by preventing a chance for
this evil to occur, bet he suggests
the wrong way. It takes voting and
much of it to give the people the
kind and number of officers they -.re
entitled to and no curtailment—un-
less it was like the Dutchman sug-
gested relative to the dog: Up to the
back of his ears,—would do any
good. The remedy for the evil Mr.
Jerome doubtless had in mind when
he evoke as quoted is haws which
will punish any and every sembhance
of rascality in voting and office hold-
ing. These safeguards along with
the rights of the voters in selecting
the Proper men to,fill the offices
vonild remedy the evils Mr. Jerome
recognince and would avoid.
Kaiser Viliarr oP Germany seems
to hawe a chip on his slhoulder for
either Great Britain or France and
more likely the latter than the form-
er. He accepts every opportunity,
it would seem from lute speeche ,
to indicate that he expects to and is,
willing to tight., He wi:4 get on the
wrong ride of the fence some day
and then be will fitid( that the other
fellow has not been as sleepy as he
thought. This is the "history" of
Leery bully's life.
Tennessee's law which prevents
,betting on races went into effect last ;
night. The proposition now is to
establish county fairs, in connection
with the race tracks and continue the
speed tests and bet on the results
these things being allowed under the
anti-race track laws., it appears. It is
clear that every effort will be made
to Madge the anti-racing law if it is
possible.
It is reported from Washington
that President Roosevelt and Speak-
er cannon have formed a working
agreement. In explanation it is said
Cannon _agrees to rush the rate bill
through the house and the president
to keep the tariff issue in the back
ground_ The misfiles of, the sena-
tors and representatives in these mat
ters are appareney to be ignored.
The preside-tit- is-said to favc-e•-a
new political leader in New Yor-kt
hut be names no favorite. He is -evi-
dently fear to pick a man tintik the
insurance investigation is through
with its work net knowing whose
skirts is clear of the tar of rascality
found on so maga thin far.
The Rev. Cornelius Moore, of
Jackson counters Igen who !had been
7
a Baptist minister over sixty years,
died at the age of ninsty-sika—Coisr-
ier-Journal. Judging iaorn results in
Breathitt hi, ministry was not ex-
ultingly successful.
The kind of freedom the Russians
seem to want is the kind which would
make of their land a perfect trades.
They have long clams-net) for some-
thing they knew little about and
when it seems at -hand instead of re-
joicing and preparing to enjoy their
ambitions have apparently lost their
senses and beconie beast instead of
pntriota Freedom according to Rus-
sian ideas, as demonstrated by their
persistent rioting, means murder and
arson and robbery and not happiness,
peace and prosperity. The Russians
have cleuby edinated themselves
wrong and their comprehension of
freedom has played . thorn false.
The New York legisiative com-
mittee which is investigating the big
life insurance companies antaxtrace
that they ...rill conclude their labor
avotthe fast of this month. Their
occupie4 sthen to be compiled for
a dry goodof the le-gislatune which
owned by Ea asetac in January.
by Herman Erika no intimation
Mr. Adiiir's lose' ass.
The buildings were not v.-"WI 
one 
is
total insurantet arnounte tall't will
$5,000. -reins
The origin of the fire iv unknoillt
SWEPT BY FLAMES.
The states of tine country will all
be short in just laws unfit each have
enacted a statueithat +fixes capital
punishment' as tie penalty for train
wreckers and bomb Onowers
The demonstration which counts is
the kind whie:i 'squelched the mu-
tineers at Sabastripol and not the kind
which the powers made a few days
since before a port of Turkey.
Horse Cave, Ky., Noy„r —Fire
which broke o'tit loan shortly after
orafteight destroyed an entire block
in the eeptiev f Hprse tave, causing
a loss of $2o,00n. The flatting were
first ilieetteltaltd at T2•20 o'clock.
Erigiand'e_grocely store, Redford's
dreg 'itiirt"inathè local tilThorke
exchateget wake by, GeorginThelatil",
severe lotally,Arretg-aryed. while,ceilter
propifIRYNsas Striotts/y damage& Tie
ir)ss is pertly covered by dittaliesce.
Concrete convenes next Monday.
The session promises to be of much
interest.





SUED BY THE CENSUS
BUREAU.
Comparisons With Europe—South
Far Behind North—Females More
Illiterate Than Males.
Washington, Nov. 30.—Ac-
cording to a bulletin issued today lby
the census bureau, out to6 persins
out of 1,000 in the United States over
io years old, are unable to write,
which is equivalent to about one in
ten. Of the native White population,
only 46 out of every 1,000 or fewer
than i in ao, of the foreign -born
whites, 148 of, ery I of,
the negrikt 5 are
I nternational comparisons, re-
stricteci, as far as possible to corres-
ponding classes of the population, are
on the whole favorable to this
country, indicating that on most
European countries Illiteracy is much
more prevalent than it is here al- 1
though the United States, Is still far
ibehind Germany, Sweden, Norway,
Denmrk and Switzerland.
Broker Said to Have Gotten Away
With Notes and Certificates.
New York, Nov. 3o.—George M.
Vreeler, who has an office on Broad-
way, was arrested Wednesday, cbarg
ed with the larceny of $210,000 in
certificates and notes.
The arrest was made on a warrant
secured by Russell Grey, of Phila-
delphia, who is an officer' in the
Arneracan Interlaced Curled 'Hair
company of Philadelphia. I
The spe rr cificatio state Vree-
ler stole notes and 
t
y_ stock
valued at $210,000, which, it is al-
leged, were given to Vreeler to se-
cure a loan of $10,000 that was nev-
er negotiated_
Steady Reduction. AI •41
There is also ground for Isatisfac-
tion in the statistical evidence that
illiteracy is steadily being reduced. In
1800 the number of illiterates per
1,000 was 133 for the total popula-
tion, 62 for the native white popula-
tion, 130 for the foreignaborn white
and 08 for negroes, Indians and
Mongolians.
.The female sear is shown to be
more iHiterate than the mak,- the
illiteracy for females being 111 per
',coo, and for maks ion But the con-
trast is legs marked than it waa in
18go when the illiteracy for the .two
ItXr9 was 144 and 123 respectively;
. In exploitation of the fact that the
girls have caught op with the boys,
It is suggested that boys are less
'abject to paternal .control than girls
and more prone to play truant, and
tint they pee also more frequently re-
qaired to contribute to the family in-
come by becoming wage-earners
when they should be in school. Corr*
'mewing on this condition the bulletin
says:
GOING TO RUSSIA IF
HE. CAN GET THERE;
Paris. Nov ..ski.--4Geo Von I..
Meyer, the American ambaseador to
Russia, who is here on his way to
St. Petersburg, is givina close attest,
tion to the renewed gravity of the
Russian siutttion. His meeting with
Foreign Secretary Lansdowne
London yesterday wild be followed
by a-Norden:ince& today with the au-
thorities here. The ambeesailor will
leave Paris tomorrow for Berlin,
where be probably vial have a fur-
tier c4np4rturite to confider the fit-
nation. •
Ambassador :Wenn- intetwai to pro-
to St. Petersburg by rail if
temouniciation re/noire; open, as the
paar tante dOes, not seem feasibte.
The'. '•
went t WITIf
ftdeck Til.„ Nov. so.—George Shit-
hunker. City, istinir a hammer
pounded hie head into






been annoyed and hunir
presentation of the Pity
Females Gainini.„ -
This the changes. which are in pro
geese point to the,coening at nee
Witten females of all ages w4 Ise
iliiterate than the males. They also
point to the earning of a time in the
remote future when illiteracy fov all
otasse,s will have practically disap-
peared and equality df the sexes in
this respect wilt thus be restored in
a millennium of literacy."
in the country . the Witra
1161Dnft rhildlren is 80 'per i,00O, et this
city, using this term to designate
collectively cities of over 25.000 in-
habitants, it is only 10 per 1,000.
The contrast is least in the North
Atlantic states. In this section child
illiteracy in the city is 8 per issio
and in the country 5 per 1,000. '
Very Marked.
In the South the difference is very
marked, in the South Atlantic
division, 32 and 193 for city and
country respectively and in the South
Central 45 and Ott per nom.
Illiteracy ie in general greater in
the South than the North for all
classes of the population.
Peehiapis the fairest basis or com-
panion between the two sections is
that for native children living in cities
of over 25.000 inhabitants. In the
North Atlantic division the illiteracy
for this class of children is 2.1 and
in the North Central i.e; in the South
Atlantic division it is 8.3 andt in the
South Central 13.7.
There are fewer 'illiterates among
the children of foreign-born parents
than among those of mires, owing, it
is mid, to the fact that a getter por-
tion of them live in cities.
VENEZUELA HAS TROUBLES
Her Differences With France Is Not
All Her Vexations.
Washington, Nov. 3o.—The acute
situation between France and Vene-
zuela hag for some time past dis-
tracted attention from the quarrels
which the Venezuelan government
already had on hand with her neigh-
bors.
Some diplomats here familiat with
time in that part of SOuth
America feel that in the near haute
trouble may be expected between
the Netherlands and Venezuela.: •
The chief complaint of the Neither
lands government is the way - in
Which the Venezuelan custom hoasse
officers exercise their right of search.
It is alleged that many times with-
out cause the customs officials bring
'Dutch ships to their ports and keep
idle crewe practice/4y prisoners.
The Veneznelan government on itp.
side has made several complaiuta
I about the smuggling trade which is
'kept on front Curacao into tete hat-
'toots, of Venezttela and which con-
t
rast chiefly of firearms.
From both sides protests have
been made and the Dutch desnande
Itese never bets fully answered. The
IDestedi newspapers here begun to lit-
slat 00 more vigorone action by dwelt
'government. : •
Announcement.
In order to effect a settlement of the estate of our
late partner, Mr. J. S. Burford, our great stock of fur-
niture and furnishiugs must be turned into cash at any
cost,.
Sale begins Saturday, December 2nd and will con-
tinue 30 days.
We are not going out of business.
When enough money has been realized to effect
settlement sale will stop, and we will continue as here-
tofore. /
We have closed our store until Saturday morning
in order to arrange stock and re-mark goods. We will
open Saturday morning with such bargain prices as were
never offered before, read or even heard of:
Watch our advertising in newspapers.
RHODLS, BUR.FORD CO.,





We have just opened:an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de
partment,for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognizQd as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Baset:Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in factZa line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are inlposition to give the best for die least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
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WILL MAKE GOOD HUSBANDS
Officers of Commissary Department
to Be Taught to Cook.
Wiwolsington, Nov. 3o.—Usider a
new policy decided by the war de-
partment, offil.ers of the cominiseary
department are to be taught/ to bake
bread, and will be given practical in-
structions in coodcing. As they com-
plete their course they will be sent
out among the troops to instruct the
soldiers.
It is the belief of army officers
that with the acquirement of practi-
cal and technical knowledge by offi-
cers in the beating of bread and
cooking of food, a great improve-
ment can be brought about in tile
preparation of food for the army.
AGED COUPLE MARRIED.
Fulton, Ky., Nov. 30.—Dan Ran-
kin, aged seventy-five years, and
Mrs Martha Parker, aped sixty-five
years, were married in Dukedom
with impreseng ceremonies, Both
bride and groom have grandchildren
over twenty-one years old, Ind chil-
dren past forty; but they say that
people do not get too old to marry.
Marriage Must be a sitcom if peo-
ple take up new bomb of matrimony
after fifty years' trial.
British Cabinet Resign Today.
(London, Nov. 30.- -London, ss3o p
na.—It is understoodt on good author-
ity that the' Balfour cabinet has de-
rided to rei;gn and that the fir&
etas will be arersised at tqinorrow's
idibinet meeilegt.
i TO PARE EXPENDITURES.
i
1 (Springfield (III.) Journak
I No new schemes for the expendi-
ture of the tnoney of thick Sam will
meet with favor in the new congress.
Thet body is awake to the intportence
economy in public expenditures
le estimates of every depart-
ment before they are submitted to
'emigres* will, eliminate every item ofexpense that can safely be cut out.
The president has teal: it plain to
his secretaries that extravagame will
not have•his approval. The appropri-
ations cormoittee of the lotem and
senate Will scrutinize every,. woe -led
expenditure with the greatest ca:e
TV defitit of more than Rao.00ss000
in ilk last fiscal year was a warning.
Thiryear to date there is a deficit of
about $13,000,000. That does not in-
dicate that there will he a deficit for
the entire fiscal year became a year
ago the deficit was almost twice as
greet and the receipts are now ChM-
ing in in auffeciently large eintoutas t1
promise that before the year is ended
the deficit will be wiped out anti.
small surplus will be left.
For years congress has expended
money with a eornewbat lavish hand,
though generally for commendable
Objects, but the time has COTT* for
l curtaihment. The effort was mode lastyear with some niece's,. This yeti.it is hoped that more can be ilhoe in
that directions There is mote incern
tive, however, this. neer, because a
cortwresssionsi election is tci'bOheld is
November% and notwithstanding the
present republican nisJorit'y of its,
republicans who have studied concha
tioirs threntillote the counter tre net
tras emrfielleitt *Sat they viiI have an
easy task in electing the next house.
They recognize that with 10 many
grave questions before the next con-
gress *upon Which there are diffffer-
ences of opinion, it will be most diffi-
cult to satisfy the pdblic.
APPOINTIMITS STAND.
Worthington, Nov. stated
on the highest authority that the flew
protect, against the ICI:mucky feder-
al appointmeste will avail rvothing.
It is c6uatk.rem tridiculcius assump-
tion that any appointment will be
held up simply became it is not sat-
isfactory to :tome oolitic-ion or poli-
tician,.
The charges filed at the treasury
department against Collector Rob-
erts 11#4 not geriteely considered, a/-
though the department will ipl•
through an invoetigation.
Searching For Missing Boat.
Diikitie, Minn. Idovi jo.—A tug it
now out searching for the Madeira,
a Unia States Steel Corporatios
boat accounted for. She was the
tow of the Edenhorn, which went
ashore at Split Rock and was un-
doubtedly lost in the big storm.
The steamer W. E. Core is now the
only United States Steel Corporation
boat ondct'oonted for. She,was due
at Two :nerbors Tuesdan, which
means that she must bare been ex-
posed to the fitireeasigerni.of Tuesday.
Car ruble ic1j,.4.8 to the
safety (if a acme adçe beg
belonging to Whit which
left 'here Standar tMit 










































































































































I Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
  Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 -SOUTH THIRD STREET.
•
A SURPRISE
MISS RUTH HARPER AND MR.
HENRY BROOKSHIRE AN-
NOUNCE WEDDING.
Daughters cf American Re•rolution
Meeting Postponed—Two Clubs
to Be Entertained.
A Tbanksgiiring sinprise for many
friends was the informitloh of the
fact that nearly two weeks ago Miss
Ruth Harper earl Mr. 44pey.4eloolia
shire, Jr., of this outeetl, %en*, mars
tied at the borne of Glell'Totatial Pot-
ter, on North Fourth between Herria
son and Ciay streets. The young
posple had intended keeping the nup-
tials a secret for tiPtVtf‘i weeks yet,
but yesterday decided to make it pub
lic and thereby happily eurprised a
host of their acquaintances both in
the tity and county.
The bride is a most popular and
educated young lady of strik-
ing prettiness, who mode her home
bare in dilt city for severe years
during which time she yrs, connect-
ed with the public sch. Last.
year she resigned her plans here and -
took a teachership position with tho
county schools, at present being in
charge of the school at Fteidlarrd, sev
eral miles from the city on the
Clarkai river road. She is the dough
ter cif Mr. Thomas Harper, the prom
inent and prosperous farmer of the
county.
Mr. Brookshire is one of the best
known and most driving tillers of
•Cmi An
and has hoses of frienda bah in ehe
city 'and cdunty, who extent sincere
congratulations' to lbe happy couple
for their future welfare.
The bode will not relinquish her
school beaching until the close of
the seinen next January. The etre-
minty was performed November 18,
at the Potter homestead, Rev. John
S. Cheek, of the First Baptist church
officiati ng.
Thi agettifig Antencled for todayMeetinin Poscponsd.
by die Daughters of the American
revolution at the residence of Mrs
Dr. David G. rhiurrell, of Broadway
near ikventh street, 'hat been post-
poned urea nesse Friday, at which
time the annual election of officers
will be held
Entre Nous Club.
This afternoon the Entre Nous
club will be entertained by Miss Ret
ta Hatheld, at her home oo Saventh
and Moorrie streets.
- Both Social Clukik
The- Sans Souci club and Entre
Notre club wiN be entertained *
morrow afternoon by Mee. Will Ga-
be-ft at her hornekon Wee( Jefferson
street.
Thoutkegiv)pg Dance
A large torowd hhas re the Palmer
last evenieg attending .1,lee Thanks-
giving gerstian given by Iit Cotillion
club.
Series of Receptions.
This afternoon and tomorrow af-
ternoon Mee Elbridge Palmer will
entertain with a reception at her
home, "The Fenn," on Wen Clark
street. complimentary alp her sister,
Mrs. Leffert Buck, of New York,
who is visiting her.
TREATY OF PEACE
INARROW ESCAPE OF DELE-
GATION BEARING DOCU-
MENT TO MIKADO.
Torpedo Boat Cut Little Craft in
Twain, but All on Board Were
Rescued.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 3o.—The at-
tempt to murder the peace delega-
tion and destroy the treaty between
pavan and Russia, which was drawn
up by the plenipotentiarie. in Ports-
mouth and wee being stir to the em
peon of Japan, was Witenssed by
officers and paisengers the Dako-
ta ort the night of her aldlysal At Yo-
kohama.
be. William Lopp, sargeon of the
Dakota, in speaking of the incident.
said:
"The whole thing happened the
r.ighe of our arrival. at Yokohama.
We were lying in the MialataiPhi
Bay, just!outside of the break wa-
ter. All the torpedo boats and war
vessell which escorted the peace
commission were drawn up in a aong
hoe.
"The launch containing the dele-
gation arse the treaty left the war-
ship and started for the landiog. Sud
den's, one of the tarpodo boats, an-
chored mar the end of the line of
battleships, slipped her cable and
started after the launen. They made
for her at a right angle count Tbe
people on the launch saw the torpe-
do boat leave the aitee„as jedip
tie* knew what web'
leunch was slow and A pedo
boat rushed on like tif • Like
a robot firoan a 'cannon rushed on
and in a minute struck the lanrchs,
cutting her completely in two, and
raced on•into the dartinsig45ticould
see the men struggling in the water
and clinging to pieces of the wreck
ed boat. Launches from the battle-
ships were at once seat to their res-
cue and saved all but one. The
treaty was also saved.",
STANDING P* L!
ANT/ MOTIONLESS.•
Sentence Passed on Senator Burton
—Appeal to Higher Court.
Theater Party.
Mrs. Reuben Loeb entertained a
mimbee of visitors last evening with
a theater party at The Kentucky to
witness the "Isle of Hoeg Bong."
UNION CITY VISITED
BY DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
Union City, Tenn, Nov. yea-Fire
this morning which started a little
after :a o'ciock in some unknown
manner in the Moss pharmaey de-
stroyed the Mode and belidlitelc
which were covered be teen, irtihr--
*nee, in the Noreheyry of --Lendon,
Home of New York, Weinletaiter,
Liverpool, Inution and Geobt, (kr-
man American, Queers end
dance of Washington. The fire
spread to the large clothing house
of Robin,* & Dransford, gutting
that bnildirse. The stock was cover-
ed le' 'rano° in the Royal Norwich
Union and the Northern of London.
The trisikfinn were the property of
John E. Walker, and was covered
by $3,5on In die Nhaitfdrit lova the
,s, 44' ssue-




anon. 'Alex If. lifoort ildt9tiley lost





CIL REED WANTED A
TURKEY.
any Prowlers Were Yesterday Re-
a-, ported as Being Out the Night
k Before—One Arrest
.-Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
yenterday :ripening reported the vis-
it of a sneak thief the meat before
to his •home on Madison street near
Eleventh, but the marauder was
neared away before getting anything.
Inside the lattice porch hung the
fine fat turkey the master commis-
sioner -had procareed for Thanks-
giving, and the thief. was. prowling
around the potch triling to get it
to eat himself, and thereby deprive
the lawyer of his delicious morsel
of food. The noise of the burglar
awoke those in the house, and listen-
ing so he could-bear from what di-
rection the mite came, the attorney
blazed away right through the let-
tuce with his reedier, but does not
know whether he struck the man or
not. Probabilities are he was not
snack or a scream would have beet:
heard.
Many Prowlers Out.
Yesterday morteng report was
made to the police department that
prowlers existed in many ricinities
the night before, hut nothing of val-
ue was missing_ The prowlers were
doubtless oat krabing for Thanks-
giving hirliesitialigr eft porches, and
*leo after coed to warm their hovels
with.
tSt. limns. Nov. 3o —When court
convened yesterdsy the attorneys for
Senator Burton secured nat addit ional
two hour. in which to complete their
petitions for a writ of • error upon
which to base the appeal to the Unit
ed State. sisprense court.
The application far a new trial was
overruled by Judge Vandeventer im-
mediately upon the reconvening of
'court. A motion in al reatA gf judg-
ment was alto averred/a, and United
States Attorney Dyer then -moved
that sentence be promenseed. e.
Judge Vandeventer (srdered em. de-
lendant to stand up. Senator BUT -
ton arose, hut remained standing be-
side the table ()caroled by his coun-
sel, smut he did not approach direct-
ly in front of the bar as * custom-
ary. Judge Vandeventer 'aid:
.''You have been present during the
progress of this trial end have heard
the verdict rendered by the jury.
Have you anything In say?"
Senator Butron, standing pale Yield
motionless, with his eyes fixed un-
waveringly upon the court, replied:
"Nothing."
Judge \hustle/renter deds pronounc-
ed the format •sente ' -fh aiincikAte
After Senator Bur been
conernitted to. die care mar-
sh's/. -Attorney Lehmann( ;eitbmitted
his petition for a writ of error, which
was allowed. Mr. Lehinenn then
asked that the writ of error upon the
acceptance by court of a proper bond
should opersee 'as a stay of enecu-
tioa of sentence. This was allowed
by She court, who annotenced that
She bersd for $5,000 offered by Sen-
ator Burton as priAtipal and R. C.,
Kerns, of St. Louis, as surety, suss
aOrosicid.
Senator Burton immediately left
the Order-al .betikling After refusing to
make any statement for publication.
spaying that it was upon advice of
his 'retinae; that he refired Hie re-
quest.
CLARKSVILLE MAN DROWNED
Clarksville, Tenn, Nov. 30.—T C.
Ceite cott*ted, with one of the larg
tobeeco everehoeses here, was
drowned in Cumberland river at an
*any ham thiscipsornivgt n, Mr. Cain
and •inisterse - •coalnaniellan were itotTAS
down the riverain a vane& foe: r
hunt, and die nanon wee °revetment&
All of the oceepenta escaped anent*
wino amble In ewe*
One Arrest.
The police consider yesterday a
very good Thanksgiving, as only"
one arrest was made, and this for al
leged violation of the anti-spitting
ordinance that prevents people from
expectorating on the public sick-
intik. The party (+ergot is Greet
Howell, who avag, as-Toted yesterday
istorning by Officer Thad Terrell.
The object of the ordinance is to
folievent people from expectorating
until tittle puddire or streamiets are
formed, as happens at so many
place* in the city, and in ()race to
break up thie practice arrests \will
be made and flues assessed, as the
judge has decided the measure is
constitutional.
Good Sized Docket.
Judge Sanders will have a good-
s:Ted docket before him this morn-
ing in the police court for trial, as
a large number of cases were con-
tinued Wednesday until today, while
Wedeesday and that night many ar-
rests were made. Only .-one catch
was made yesterday or last evening.
SAYS ANIMALS CAN THINK.
Have Intelligente and Therefore a
Soul, DecIV_Californian.,
Berkeley, ov 30.—Professor
George W. Howison, head of the de
pertinent of philosophy at 'the Uni-
vereity of Californine startled his
cjasm in ethics by declaring that ani-
mals -have reflective capacity which
qualifies them to be classed as eels-
sonirrg beinge, with intelligence cer
-responding to ma's intelligence, the
latter being assumed to be immor-
tal.
The religion of Buddha was cited
by Prof. Howlson as an example of
recognition given by a great relig-
ious teacher to the lower animals, a
recognition nowhere granted by
Jesus ()twist. Christ in this respect
grandly transcended the religious
teacher of India.
Regarding the intelligence of ani-
mals, Prof. }Townson said: "Animals
have intellect as do men, The differ-
ence in intellect consist, in the dif-
grence in the hindrance to the in-
tellectual teculty. Increased intetL
genet means Mc-reeled control, per-
fected control, Do animals reflect
a. man dote? Undoubtedly they do.
If they reflect, then they have mate-
tigenoe. Once it is admitted that
they have intelligence then you moat
admit that they are to exist eternal-
ly just as much as you are to exist
eternally. Ave ersirnali capable of
evercentino the hinstratte to their
intellectual faculty I ansower yet."
School Shoes
ND
Henry Morton, formerly a mailing
clerk in the Owensboro postoffice,
plaschd moiety in the federal mart, to
charges of ramming teenier front lettees, ?and, weA fined Show and gra-ters/id to jell for twelvemonths. HeL. .
taw. fine and at owe begin sets,
flirt the jail seneenee.
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And 'Dressy.
- OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
• Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone )rders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of Silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and see for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, ea8B'wity, opp. Palmer House.
NEW CARMAN
NATIONAL SECRETARY, MR.
WATTS, HAS ONE AT KAN-
SAS CITY.
• -Prate Derailed Freight Cars
locked the Road—Track
-Under Water Broken.
Wurd reached 'ere yesterday that
Ttse, Mr. and Mrs. Jobs, Wm.
W'slt became the par(nts of a fine
new baby at their home in Kan-
sas ity, where they now reside.
Mr. Watts is the former clerkin
ehe postoffice -here, who was two
months ago elected secretary and
treasurer of the Railway Carmen's
National organization. He WO s con-
nected inth the car ckpartment of
the I. C. here before going into the
rnistoffice service.
Derailed Freight Cars.
Yest c via y morninig• reports show-
ed that an axle of a freight car
broke and (k-railed two oars near
vington, Teon., the niglet before.
This was what delayed the 1:40
o'elock passenger train in from Mem
phis, so that it did not arrive until
C o'clock yesterday morning. The
train derailing the cars wag No. 185.1n
It wag in charge of Conductor Sut-







Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care.
fad attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's






After experimenting the railroad
employes find trains cannot pass
over the cradle at the foot of the I.
C. incline on the north side of the
city. When the switch engine and
freight cars went over the cradle
into the river, they fell on the track
beneath the water and tore up same
so that She trains cannot pass safe-
ly over the cradle in corning off or
going onto the transfer boat. This
ryecessitated pulling off the tnains
going tint way and transferring the




IA notewsorthy method of practical
philarithroggi is that adlopted by MT.
D. 0. Ififts, a wealthy resident of
New York City. •Spnee years age he
erected a coirrenodisata hotel on Holm
ton streelffor the purpose of affording
cheap, bit decent and wholesome ac-
oorrimerwPations for young men.
ltloome with neat appointments and
clean beds were let at from 20 to to
cents a night, and mails were furn-
jetted at 'sheet eo cents a day. Read-
ing room's, smoking rooms, a library,
and bathe provided, and all iti2.13, done
to make the hotel attractive to a good
clean of .asottng.aaarn whosse earning*
wouid not admit of costlier living and
serving el wages. The experiment
Proved eminently. surcenthil abd en-
TALL MEN have many advan-
tages in a crowd; well dressed they
have advantage anywhere.
Some tailors can rob a tall man of
his natnTal advantage very quicklk,
We study to enhanse it.
tarn s per cent. on bin ilvvelwerae0t.
Aftetwardie he iseoressinibr ektab-
*shed a seminar hotel for yOUpg
women': and. is rifnir erecting a new
hotation a more estasive Oen whichAiled 'heel, MI6 to render appreciated was cost st,soome and costal. /,90°




ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7th & Jackson Sta. phone ae7,& Clay Sts., phone se.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
EEC? HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-






Tel. 7s, 7th and Broadway.
6. W. Arnold'
wenn tity property for alb eel
thirepinsv fermik: also three gob&
Nooses Inc rent.
Teolephonel, old, 111.5.
Dr B. B. Griffith
rsuglurmfr Pt-11401NQ.
Mao 'Acne en at the gr, be*
plluilas nen at resident. Mho bows
7 to ph.sm.; s 3 P. sea, 710 9p Mk
(Continued on Page Three.)
Florence Sta. 
Harding, A. (N. R.
Sam Hickman  




He'wig, Freddie x It
Add 
Harriss Louis 2 Its
Add. 
Harrison, A. J. i It O'Brien
Add. 
Johnson, Olse 15 ac nr John
Wallace ......  
Jones, W. L. 8o ac nr C. Gillen
Jones, A. C. for mother 146 ac
lir Jas. Wyatt.... .... .••••
Jones Wm. 25 ac 
Jones, Jesse i It 0?Brien Add 
iibirby, Mrs. S. J. 4 ac ter W 
R. Rudolph 
Kinson, C. C. 4 ac nr Chas 
Smouse ...... 
Kettler, Mrs. John 7o ac nr
Jas. Council.... ......
Kater, T. M. 2 its Of Brien Add
Lackson, Thos. 15 ac nr J.
Rust 
Ligon, Rufus 24 ac nr Mc-
Laughlin
Lagorl; J. z It O'Brien Add 
McKinney, J. T.61 ac nr W.
H. McKinney  
McManus, 20 ac
Schmaus 
McKinney, B. J. 20 ac nr B.
F. nfkKinney
Methuen, W. F. 634 ac nr Lone
Olak  ........
Mack, James 3o ac nr Whit.
Herndon ......











Parrish, R. E. for Annie Par-
rish i It Annie Parrish ....
Potts, J. F. r ac nr Lone Oak.
Price. Fred by R. Price 67 ac
nr T. 0. Overstreet 
Price, R. zoo ac nr J. E. Price
Purdom, J. H. dr M. J. 24 ac nr
Ed. Purdom 
Parish, I. N. 6o ac nr J. Louis
Parsons John (N. R.) i It
O'Brien Add............
Rudolph, E. C. 95 ac nr W. J.
War St Mayfield Creek ....
Riley, C. C. for wife 75 ac nr
N. Seitz 
Ragsdale, Mrs. N. M. 8o ac nr





Rust, John B. 33
Rust 
Reeves, J. R. 2 Its
Add 
Stahl, End 32 at nr Mlield crk





Its Melber  
Sutherland, J 
Rust 
Stewart, J. B 
Oak 
nr No Where
Sanders, E. S. 3o ac nr J. Rust
Sands, W. D. 4Ji ac nr A. M 
Roose 
Smolt, Conrad, I It O'Brien
Add 
Smith, Willie. t It O'Brien Add
Thompson, L. D. 48 ac fir J.
R. Hudson 
Thompson, J. M. ( N. R.) 36
ac or R. D. Thompson  
Trice, May 59 ac nr W. T 
Smith 
Trice, H. A. for wife 168 ac nr
John Caldwell 
Thomas, Lee 1J5 ac nr Lee
Loftin 
Thompson, R. S. & V 
nr Mayfield Creek. 
Thomas, W. W. 27 ac nr J 
Chiles 
Tate, J. R. 4 Its O'Brien Add 
Young, G. W. a ac nr W. R 
Hocker 
Wilson, C. H. (N. R.) z It
O'Brien Add. 
Wack, W. H. ç ac nr Clarks
River ......  
Wormack, W. L. 35 at nr W 
W. Dedrick 
White, L. A. (N. R.) 152 ac nr
Miayfielcl Creek ......
Wyatt, A. C. (N. R.) 18 ac nr
Melbe r 
Williams, R. P. 50 at nr J.
Rust 
Seventh District.
Allen, T. W. 27g at nr W. A.
Gardner ......
Axgrett, Ellen t It R-town 
Moms, John 15 ac lir C 
Thompson 
Bogard, W. A. 1A ac nr Sam
Libel 
Boyd, M. (N. R.> 40 ac nr J 
'Keen ...... . 
Berry, D. A. 50 ac nr
.well & A. J. (lark  •
Byttunin Bros. by WI T. 6 cc
nr S. Neal 
Bryant, M. S. A  by Robt.
















ac fir G. W.
O'Brien
R. 63 at nr J.
. .
50 2C Melber 2
J. 34 at nr J.
..........




Butler, Ed for Wornstead est.
To8 ac nr Ohio River 
Bumoass & Lawrence i ac nr
'Massac w Woos*
Caldwell, S. B. Jr. 7 Its Cleve-
land Ave & Broad Alley....
6.13 Chiles, F. IL 155 acres nr
Temple Mid ......
3.73 Cruse, N. i it R-town 
Compey, Meyer (N. R.) 38 ac
9.48 nr Bonds Sta. 
Cochran, J. A. 32/2 ac nr
5.96 Melber 
Clark, Walter 2 Its R-town...
2.69 Clark, Robt. to ac nr Stanley
Dunnoy, Mrs. Maggie 5Y2 ac
3.38 nr Wm. Anderson
Elrod, J. W. for wife it6 ac
2.69 nr Jas Farmer ..... ...«
Futrell, Hart sV4 ac nr N. 14th
2.69 Francis, B. 84 ac nr B. Sperry
13-72 Gardner B. & S. by R. L. Nel-
son 6 ac nr Lamont 
15-51 Hines, y. W. 75 ac nr E. Over-
4.75 street 
2.69 Hogan, J. C. 40 ac nr J. Doyle
Houston, Jas To ac as Gold
5.44 Springs . 
Hays, P. R. 2 ac nr 011ivet
4.69 Church .
Jones, B. M. .0 ac ar L.
Brown .... .....























3.38 Lavean, Ed 654 at tar Pines.., 6.12
McKinney, A. J. 39 ac ar
7.51 Scott  8.9e
2•69 Meyers, Geo. 22o ac sr T 
Rudolph & Hutchison *2.67
7.38 Mbar, Dr. Tom, Yessie B. &
Tom Jr. 75 ac nr Bloomfield. 70.90
3.65 Nawm, W. B. 5 ac 2.55
Nichols, H. V. i It R-tovrn.... 2.69
6,41 Overstreet, Geo. too ac nr
'Holt  15.99
123•81 Bo-s.. IsD..
Overstreet, Wm. heirs na ac dr
14.06 L. Faster  to.26
Ogilvie a It Bits:nen.   6. t3
.58 Purchase, Mary 67 at nr
Thompson
Purdue, S. A. 35 ac nr Chas.
2.69 Thornhill 
Rudolph, Ides. R. L. 40 ac nr
3.38 L. C. Chanzbus : .....
Rice, heirs by Luther Rice Iso
6.82 ac nr J. Price & Safiekb 'Crib
Gills, Mrs. Mt A. 55 ac nr S.
3-38 Johnson 
Rudolph, J. H. (N. R.) 95 ac
5.44 nr C. P. Stephens 
5.32 Rudolph, V. D. 25 ac nr L. P 
Stephens. 
7.5! Roper Augustus 1 It Alton
17.37 Heights
Roe, Geo. t It R-town 
8.62 Smith, J. D. a It ht-wood Tier 
7.51 Smith, E. E. 23 Its ne T. E
MOSS 
3.38 Thomason. P. W. 25 ae ne T 
G Britannia 
17.72 Thompson, Ida M. i It R-town
Ware, Ed 14 at nr Maxon Mill
9.10Pe pot. 
Ware, Ed for wife 524 at ler
18.54 Cold Springs 
Ware, Ed for Robertson heirs
6.35 so at nr Lee Waters  
Wooten, R. H. 44 at or
8.89 Price 
Wilcox, B. F. 6o at nr Fred
6.13 Beyer 
Winripegler, Mrs. Amanda Lee
3.38 18 at nr C. L. Hilliard ....
3.38 Walters, Mattie C. (N. R.) 95
at nr C K. Unwed 
28.19 Young, Geo. 31 ac nr W. A 
Oardner 
7.97 Eighth District
Atchison, A. J. 120 ac flr J. C.
7.78 Mc Elya 
3. P.
Bryan, M. L for wife 15 at nr
Grahamville 
Bradford, F. D. 37 ac or H.
C. Turner 
Barnes, Grant (N. R.) 300 ac
err Mayfield Road  I4.4o
9.58 Booker, E. P. 35 at ter A. C 
Royster 
Campbell, J. W. 15 ac nr Chas 
White 5.65
Cooper, J. R. 2,14 ac nr H. C.
Turner & P. Brewer ....
Carneal, H. IL 86 at ne J. M 
Maetin 
12.75 Craig, R. E. for heirs 5 ac nr
Frahainville  6.82
7.03 Conaway, W. H. so at nit- E 
Ball 
21.23 Chiles, D. B. (N. R.) 20 ac nr
A. I'. Hill 
4.as C:assford, W L. 3 at snr G.
G. T. Scott 
Dickerson, J. C. so ac nr Mrs.
J. 11)0Yk  7.02
Douglass, W. C. 3o ac nr J. C.
Wood.  9. to
4.75 Doyle, Mrs. Sarah 8 at nr 0.
Correll 
Dorris, Dr. S. MI (N. R.) 217
ac nr W. W. Williams dr
Toni Heady  41.96
Denton, for wife so ac nr
Theo Lutrell 
Edwards, S. R. to at nr St.
Thomas Church.  20.12
Elrod, Jag. 21 ac me Nick Rudd 5.03
Elrod, W. H. 20 ac nr Ingle-
side  6. t3
3.38 Edwards, Henry (N. R.) 6 ac
ne Woodville  7.51
6.13 Fortson, R. R. 2354 ec ttr
C. Fortson & Heath  8.35
FarreH, John W. (N. R.) 57 ac
31.97 int J. C. Wood  15.82
6.23 Gills, T.. j..2-st or Ragland  4.00
Grimes est., by Holly 5 ac nr ,
8.5p John biltdfotact ....... 2.69
Hill. LW. 7 as ler P. 'LICH
3.38 Hill, J. R. 1a5 ae nr 'P. .Brewer 13.24
Sa.m04 
6.48 Helton, C. E. & F. M. 25 IC 11l
W. SS. Chiles  6.48
15.44 Hawkine, 7. o. 64 cc nr J 
Harper  7.51
2.96 Harrison, Joe (N. R.) 5 2C ne
Jim Long  3.38
Johnson, L. W. 6 It Husb Is 78















































Ware to ac nr T. M..Rivee
Kirk, Mrs. Kate 4o at nr J. M.
Pitt
Lewis, J. R. I It Ragland
McGuire, Harry i It Ragland
Metlock, C. P. 133 ac nr E.
Denton 
Moss, Dr. T. E. u It Woodville
Murphy, Guy 98 at nr R. L.
Potter 
Moody, J. P. too ac Tyr C.
Fostson 
Melton, W D. 300 ac nr A. F 
Crawford 
Majors, Mrs, Frank (NI. R.) 8o
ac art R. Simmons 
Owen, M. S. It W-ville 
Ogilvie, 'Lydia (N. R.) W. E.
Ware 22 at nr T. M. Rives
Perkins, J. W. for wife too ac
nr Jeff Coffee 
Pergandy, Adolph (N. R.) z8o
at nr Billingsly ' 
Parker, Eliz. heirs 15 ac nr
Hazel 
Ray, S. S. i It Monroe bet
1301 St
Shaw, Guy r If W-ville  S.65
Spencer, T. N. 195 ac nr John
'Williams   27.99
Wray, J. F. for Wray• est. 6o
ac nr F. B. Fauntleroy  9.30
Williamson. M. W. es3 at nr
H. Hagan  18.74
Warford, T. W. 49 at nr C. R 
Simmons  7.51
Ward, Mrs. M. A. by M. H. r
ac tir L. F. Bennett  3.38
William's D. A. 43 at nr
Crawford 8.89
Walters, Felix (N. IL) 40 ac
nr John Campbell  • 6.82
Yarling„ Wm. 16o at sir IQ. J.












Alexander, li•enry i It S. 8th
Armstrong, Jim It R-town
Brouson, Margaret heirs I It
S. 5th 
Buckor, Mat i It 1345 S. 9th
Bell, Mary z It 411 EJiz.....
Bynghant, Sam 2 Its S.
Bacon, Oliver z It Hays Ave
Brown, Wini t It S. 7th * 
Bolen, Ike i It Broad Alley 
Brown, Lib r It S. loth
Barfield Anthony heirs. of i It
1314 S. loth 
Raker, Jackson i It Yeiser Ave
Campbell, Nannie I k 1120
Jones 
Clark, Ike i It 722 S. 7th....
Couyear, Henry i It 1416 S 
loth 
Chambus, A. L. i It 5. loth 
Dawson, H. t ac nr 0. F. G 
Elliott, Chas i It 8o2 Caldwell
F.Iiic, G. W. I It Metzger Add
Este, Susan t It Elizabeth 
Gardner, Ada 1 It S. 12th 
Gibson, Dan z It 1413 S. loth
Gray, Green i It 514 S. 8th 
Garrett, G. I It low S. toth
Gray, Jas. i it 1312 S. 5th 
Greer, Batis I It in Annie Car-
roll 
Howell, Chas & Ada t
bet 7th & 8th 
Higginss Ed. z It 162 Wood-
ward ...... ......
Hays, Robt. Eat. z It 8i Husb
Hibbs, T. D. 1 k 708 S 6th
Hewell, Augustus a it Teem
bet 7th & !kb  •
Jordan, Wm a It anti & Hutt).
Johnsen, Haniett a it 1233
S. Sth 
Johnson, Henry t It 1008 S.
6th 
Johnson, Henrietta t It 1405
S. loth 
Jones, Jim I It S. 5th 
Kirk. Jobn 1 It S. toth 
Loving. Dennis 2 It, S. loth 
t kigon.Willis I It 222 Atilt-
Looney, est r It Meyers et 
Looney, Charlotte I It 1337
S. loth 
McClure, Con 1 It Yeiser Ave
Morgan Jas x It 641 Eliz 
Mathews, John t It 718 Jack.
Nuckols, Isaac i It 1127 Jones
Owen, Frank i It Husb. & gth
Overton, Scott 2 It S. 8th-
S. rah.
Overton, Mary 3 Its S. 8th S.
loth & Husb 
Perkins, John est. t It 10°8
S. loth 
Price, Marion u It 819 Musts-
Pullen, Abe Sr. i It 628 S. sth
Jones 
Reed, S. R. 4 ha S. 8th-S.5th
Rogers, Tom r It Bockman st.
Smith, M. i It 8tt Husb. st 
Stringer, Bettie z It Gilson
Add. 
Steed, Henry z It Jackson bet
7th & 8th 
Shannon, Joe 1 It Cald. bet
9th & loth 
Stringer, Wm. t It Yeiver Ave
Starr, B. t It S. t3th st 
Simpson, Minerva It Min at 
nth & lath 
Webb, J. Wiley 1224 S. tothi 
White, Bartlett z It Caklarell
bet 8th & 9th 
Williams, Phil I It 1365 S. to
Williams, Thomas. i It S. loth
White, Lucy t It S. loth 
Williams, Walter i It S. 8th 
Wilson, Jas. i It S. 9th 
Webb Alfred z It S. loth.-
Watkins, Lucian u It Metzen
Add 
Second Dierict
Alexander, Sander 1 It Ns 12th
Beach, Harriett 1 It S. 9th....
Brown, Louis t It S. loth.-
Buckner, Francis r It Court..
Briggs, Tom t It 5. flth 
Caldwell, Henry (stirs a It
ttth & 'Washington 
Hall, Patsy i It Plunkett" Hill
















































































3.72 kelt Hill  
Meyers, Pauline It 3a0 S.
6.13 8th
6.13 Mayo, Annie r It 8th & Adams
7.82 Moore, John for .Mtt. Z. Lodge
It 7th & Adams ......
32.39 'Mitcherson, Robt. i It N 7th..
9.10 Owen, Nelson t It gat Wabh.
Ave 
Owen, Emmer t It Ky Ave
bet 9th & loth 
Phillips, Omar i It 526 S. 7th
Fourth District.
Buford, W. A. z It 624 Ter..,
Bernett, Chat i It 912 N. nth
Clark, J. W. z It 726 N. loth
Cornell, Mollie 5/2 It N 13th..
Cole, Hal i It 7th & Harris...
Coleman, C. i It 121 Harris.
Carneal, Galvin r It N. Toth..
Dobson, Mattie a It 82r N. 7th
Dunlap, Henry % It 816 N 7th
Dance, Henry i It N. mat..
Daniels, Hal i It na8 Harris...
Daniels, Lucinda i It 113o
Harrison 
F'razell, C&h'lmt It N. littla...,
Grimes, Lenard i It Clay st..
Givens, Casandra t it 707
N. 17th 
Givens, Clarissa t It Tots N7th
Gray, Fannie x It 8th & Bus.
Glass, Albert i It N. 14th 
Harris, Albert t It too9 N. 7th
ffalloway, Henry t It N. 14th
Howell, Henry r It Trimble 
Haasilton. Lon t It Block 4r 
Johnson, Ricirariit It N. 4th 
j‘oltetsms, Jobs i It 7th lh
City limits  6.38
Jetsam Mrs. Leaades I It IL1
N. 14th .1•32
treas. Louis I it N. 8th 
loran, Rear, t it N.
Lifts it tott N. 7th 
Ligon, Dais ft it-town 
Lawrence, T. A. t R-towse 
McClure, Rob*. co ac ar S. L 
Dale  5.44
Mosby, Dan to lac ar Nei,
Patrick . • .  14.12
Man-iors, Margaret i It 1310
Madison  7.83
Miller, Mandy i It 6th & But 5.44
Nelson, Robt. alt N. t4th  7.72
Owen. Lacy 2 ac nr M. King 4.75
Perkins, M. t It N. 11th  3.,04
Palmer, J. S. & Alice i It Clay
bet 15th & t6th  4.75
Porter, D. S. t It Taylor &
M. Add   3.04
Reeves, Grant t It 917 N. 9th 8.41
Roberts, Wm t 't Harrison it. 4.13
Smith, Jim D. t It 824 N. 8th 9.10
Study, Jim 2 Its N 9th  4-75
Street, Bell t It 1.309 N. lith.- 4.06
Tandy, Page t it Gay bet
15th & 16th  7-72
Tally, S. s It 824 N. loth._ 7.51
Washington, Geo. I It Cleve-
land Ave  5.6s
Watson, Geo. or Albert I It
1311 Miorrroe  6 t
Ward, Lucretia i tt int N.
12tb  S•44
Williams, Dinic t It 633 Terrell
Fifth District
Bacon, Louis t it Yelper Ave.
Brown, Wm.. 44 he er Tom
Woods  18.75
Childes-s, Archie 13cii at nr
Oaks Road  '3.79
Cleillfress, Jim 173 se sr
Archie Childress  14.34
Campbell, Jeff & Alvin 24 ac
rrr Jim Spriggs  4.75
Cane, Ruben 5 ac nr J. Spriggs
Dobson, H. C. zoo at Clarke
River  8.89
Faker, MSC Mary 2 st Wyatt 2.69
Garrett, Cora 10 at Wyatt   3.5e
Jackson, Jane t at Benton R. 3.38
Jacobs, Jeff a It Mill st.  4.75.
Niece, 9am too ac Clasks R. 14-62
Reed, Dennis to at Jane
Campbell  • 3.38
Watson, Jane 1 It Mill st.....
4.06 Conley, L. for heirs, r lot,
Woodville . 
8.89 Caruthers, RsIbe, 47 acres
8.89 near J. 0. Smith
Fuqua, Henry, 16 acres near






a, Enoch, n 16 acres near
It • 64 Fletcher, Ed, so acres near
H. Anderson 
8.89 Fletchet, John, Sr, 8 acres
4.75 near H Anderson 
Fletcher, John Jr., 8 ac nr
7.72 H. Anderson 
7.72 Hughes, Wm., 54 acres near
ar.86 P T. M. Spence 
3.381 McClure, Prof., 20 acres sear
4.4113.03 Smith, Jesse 
Coghill
O3 acres near
3.38 • R. Caruthers






Bland, W. N. so ac at H. Eel-
lance 
Gilmore, Chas t It John Beyer
Milliken, Matilda beim ts cc
Harvey, Mary i at F. Ground
J. Dowdy 
Taylor Sfradrick 5 cc W. M.
Yancy 
Trice, Curtis 35 at Fred Price
Trice, Barnett 15 at F. Price
Trice, Barnett 15 ac F. Trice..
Travis, Pete 15 at R. Hughes
Willington, Chas. i ac Fair
Ground 
Seventh District.
Banks, W171., 2 IOU, Row-
town, 20 ac, nr. J. Jones
Bass, Louis, t lot in Row-
ba ndt own
Avant, Jinx lot in Row-
la nthown
Carr, Albert, 38 acres near G 
Stanley 
Dobbins, Guy, r lot in Row-
la re:Roam 
Ewell, Wary, i lot in Row-
landtown 
Harris, Kelly, I tot in Row-
lanrkown
MicShares; R. C., 21 acres near
A. Harrison 
McWright, - a lot in Ray-
tandtosvn 
Reynolds Bros„ 4 lot's Lin-
' cola Park 
Robertson, John, a lots, Row-
laspdtown 
Robertson, Gus, 2 tots, Row-
landtown .........
Reynolds, Oscar, t lot, Row-
landtown
Reynold*, Ed, / kit, Row-
lanekowa 
Sewell, Mattie, a lot Row-
lamitown 
Tandy, Carter, 8 acres near T 
'Davis
White, Geo., t lot, Rowland-
(Own
Eighth District.


























































Two with But a Single Thought.
"I am delighted," ,said the old friend
who had called, "to find that you agree
with your husband In everything, Mn.
Henpeck."
"Indeed!" answered that estimable
Lady. "If you will take the pains to in-
vestigate our domestic relations, sir,
you will find that it is Mr. Henpeck who
agrees with me in everything."-Tit-
Bits.
Just • Hint.
"Darling," whispered the lovesick
youth. "I've been sparking with you
all the evening."
"And don't you know whet goes with
sparking?" asked the beautiful maiden





All flans, come to those that hustle.-
Thal's a saying tried cad wise,
Rut If you would win life's tussle
You must also advertise.
-Chicago Sun.
CONORATULATIOXIII.
Mr. Leopard-I am very glad tit
bear you are going t3 be married
Miss Ostrich-You are' Well, what
have I ever done to you?-N. Y. Sun.
Feed for a Oat.
Said Tarsser Jones: -Sty cat will store%
Tame are so mice to keep it.-
"Toer barn ie lull ot hay." mid L,
'And sure the cat (tie) eat tt. -
-Judge. •
Zee lafermees.
"Al," declared the man who had risen
from the ranks, '1 love to recall the days
when as a lad I reaped barefoot through
the dewy grass."
"Then you were compelled to take the
Kneipp treatment as a child?" inquired
the pampered daughter of the tour bun.
dred.-Chicago Sun.
Nature at Fault
Farmer Giddap-It don't seem tew
me as how nature works right
Farmer Golang-What's wrong now,
Pelee
farmer Cliddap--Up in the mountains
where the air Is tow ratified fir bug life
tt's tow rocky ter farm-Louisville
Courier-Journal.
Philosophic Comparison.
"It's a terrible thing to go to Jail,"
said the man of sensitive conscience.
"I don't know,' answered the man
under suspicion of graft. "Of course.
the rooms are as bad as those of the
average hotel. But yen don't have to
give tlps."-Washington Star.
Cause and Effect.
fliffie-In former days the leading
statesmen were those who split rails.
Spinks-But we have none save
wire fences to-day.
Clime-And the leaders are coma
quently those who pull wires.-Chl-
cago Sun.
Nis *ay.
"Well, Willie, I must commend you
for the way you go down stairs, grand.
ma didn't hear a sound. I wish I
could go clown stairs so noiselessly."
"Ain't you kinder old, grandma, to
be sliding down banisterer -Houston
Post.
Their family Closet.




"Yes, it has moth balls In ft."-
Houston Post.
for Table Use.
Native -Bee those trees? We utilize
them for table use.
Visitor-Indeed! They don't look
edible?
"They're not. We make legs out of
'em."-Yonkers Statesman.
Els dulling Lift.
Indite-Have you a regular calling?
Prlsoner.--Why, to be mete, judge.
I'm a regular caller at several houses
found your way. The chalkmark's on
freer front gate, too, if you ever no
tieed.--Btray Ikeda*.
THE WOODEN \ OnAN.




BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
The occupants of the other apart-
ments in the tenement called her -the
wooden womau." The expression au
her face, which never changed, was
woodeny, and even when she rnoied
about she seemed to be carved out of
wood.
In the summer when the weather
was pleasant she sat outside on the
steps, her hands folded in her lap, as it
she saw nothing of the life that wee go-
ing on around her, as U she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind-her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasant
or cold she sat in her kitchen with her
hands folded in her lap, the same vacant'
stare la her big. calm eyes. a his kitcae...
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though ahe was forced to keep the
lamp burning there by day as well as by,
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained a '
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard-
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass-in which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it'
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard e clock
Licked away-ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est vartatiese, bet with a certain ma-
chine-likes tranquillity and content.
'If the clock sad Kra. Kirkwood were
to champ places." said one of her neigh-
bors to another, "I don't think either
would know It."
The wooden woman had lived In the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known ta my more than "tow
morning" gr "good night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who never
ettemplad to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the tact that they had a
landlady who oeverin terraced with tbeilt
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the axed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as If she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard -a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman late life
for she changed color. moved Imer handle
up to ber fate as If to ward of a blow atvl
said plaintively: "tell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made Itl "
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
naked the visitif.
"Yes, a carpenter and • sailor."
"Where is he now?"
Tbe wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her hands folded in
her lap, her eyes closed as If by speak
tug she had committed a cardinal sin
and as If she were still appalled by tb
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very/
poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that he owned In the
neighborhood. But she had scareekei
started to her task when she was over-
come by the tear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before she
did tad not Ind the hall lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen atoll
sat there all day, with her hands folded.
listening to the tick of the ressoreelaimi
clock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and with!
which It had fixed her, she became
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilise,
Lion and dropped In the heart of an Afri-
can jangle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's vole* talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same voice burst leto rap-
turoua song the tenement was all aston-
ishment. But how can one express the
tenement's amazement when it came to
recognize that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirk wood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. KIrkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband had come home unez
peetedly late the night before, and hit
wife was supremely. inexpressibly heti
py-nothing more.
A thousand questions were asked the.
Informant. Had this Kirkwood been in
Alaska? Had he made his fortune
there? Had he been In India? Wanly*,
going to remain In America or go back
with his wife whence he bad come? The
roomer shrugged his shoulders, dewier
lug he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with hat
husband day and night, to thd theater*,
to the restaurants, downtown on ere
rands. to the North side on visits, whet.
ever he had a mind to take her, and ha
seemed to have a mind to take her every.
where. The wooden woman was am
completely transformed as if 30 rearte
bad been suddenly subtracted from has
age and she had been restored to he
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the bus.
band had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
back into the wooden woman. Het
songs ceased; her laughter became
lower and lower. then It died ewes
altogether; she spoke less and less,
,then not at all. She sat in het
clean, windowless kitchen the live
long day, with hands folded, the old va•
cant stare In her eyes
The tenement DO longer wonders
about what she is thinking or toward
what the vacant stare in her big. call%
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president al Mts. Roosevelt, accoan-
parried by their children, left Wash
ington this morning for Plain Deal-
ing, their <reentry home in Virginia,'
wtheee they will spend Thanktniving
quietly. They will. return to Wash-
ington tomorrow night.
Reheard to Honor repanse.
Lawton Nov. Edwit ref
has decided to confer the Order of






Came Here to Get Depositions 
for
Use in State Printing Litiga-
*ion Now Up.
Attorn▪ ey General N. B. Hayes., of
Uranktont, returned to the state cap-
itol yesterday morniag after coming
here yesterday and getting deposi-
tions from Ben Billings, Henry 'Mom
men and Charles M. Leake, for use
In the big suit the commorwvealth of
Kentucky bas against Henry Bacon,
of Louisville and others,. to recover
24,000 paid them for piinting done
for the state. In preparing for the
action which comes up next January,
the Nttca-isty general is getting depo-
from printers over the state
ng what the printing could
have actually been dune for. The
stale paid $28,260.84 for the work
tioni by Bacon sad others., but the
conifflonweettcnv sues og- the
grokrnd that wee illegal and ex-
torbeenam, and gait alio work .ocoald
have been done for $4,260.84.
The attorney general has been to
Owensboro, and one printer ithere
testified he could have done the work
for $3000: while Milo Koertz, form-
erly orhere, testified he could have
done k for $2,702. The work was
done (pi two, and emit lice recovery
of (he comes filed last year.
AGAINST BOSSISM
IN NiEW YORK CITY
President, However, Has No Condi-
tk dste-Names Half Doreen.
Wasbington, Nov. 3o.-Preeident
Roosevelt has &demi himself
against "Bossism" M New York' City
politica. This 'elkelairation be has
made emphatic in letters to personal
and political friends 'regarding the
selection of a president of the Repoli-
limn committee of New N'4,rlz
county. Hie has eugge.ted the names
of five or six men, any of whom, in
his judgment %voted prove an ac-
ceptable president of the New York
county comnottee; but be bas let it
be known that he has not attempted
to dictate the selection of any candi-
date.
He has expressed an opinion as a
citizen.that whoever is chosen chair-
man drould he a nun of the highest
charaeler and reputation and should
posse( the necessary independence to
make it certain that he would con-
duct affairs of the Repeitilican Or-
gan i rat ion in New York county on a
high plane of efficieaco and intewrity,
without regard to any boss or any
nurchi Tee .
,Presidebt Roosevelt has not de-
clared !tidied oin favor of the selec-
tion of Representative Herbert Pas.-
sons or Representative J. Van °Icon
or anybody else as the president of
The New York county committee, a'-
though both bfr. Parsons and Mr
Olcot were included it the list of
=en, aoy one of weinen the president
believes 'wink) make an acceptable
head of the committee.
GUILTY IN FACE
OF HIS ANCESTORS.
Eenperoe of Korea Profoundly Moved
at Loss of Control.
• I anidon, November 3o.-The Tokio
correspondent of the rime, says that
Marquis Ito in addressing the journ-e,
*Sits at Seoul 'strongly deprecated
the assumption that the new treaty
:near* the overthrow of the Korean
empire. He Amid it was true the
direction of foreign affairs would be
traneferred to Japan, but all other ad,
rninistrative mechanism remeined
within the preeogative of the Emper-
or Korea and time the Emperot of
Japan had sent a special ambassador
to guarantee the safety and prestige
of the imperial house.
Marquis Ito ad.mitted. that vvillen he
explained the terms of the convention
the emperor was profoundly moved
and declared that the loos of the con-
trol of the foreign affairs of his em-
pire dieetroyed his goverignty and
rendered' him guilty in the face of
hie ancestors throughout five cen-
turies. The premiet also wept when
the convention was signed.
The Marquis explained that Japan
herself desired the restoration of :lot.-
Mal conditions as soon as the prog-
ress of Korea was assured, and that
*e ne wrolieleneveneral's policy
wroth, be free irons all arbitrary or
ha#tg ointments.
iInAtontlirsion Mbrquitz ire saidi that
upon Japan rested the gravest re-
epon;ibility to Amity the coeficlemx
of foreitien shish lle Deadirq; Korea
kindly and tactfttlio along the paths
of proven. •
HIS THEORY TESTED, Illinois*, Central Railroad
"Did you take in the temp'runce lee.t
lore over to Wanehope Branehr asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskIn'
out my corn to take In temp'runce lec-
tures."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Ruts says. but It was
discouragin' to a man 'thout hatpin'
him any. Reason don't maze a feller
if liquor gets bolt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways-raligion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. That
was Dominie Walker's theory an' he
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the domlnieT He was the goldarndest
two-fisted, rawboned six-foot-two of
grit an' ginger an' boss sense I ever
teen wrapped up In black broadcloth.
"Weil, one evenin' he was down to
Tarkio tradin' an'; he seen Mose B11131-
emit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's s'loon, with the rain drippin'
down on him front the ear* at Alie
woodshed. Wee was jest 'Ilboar,the
orneriest biteable low-dolts nthac-
meet del:skew loafer that wee Oispped.
"Well, the domlnie stood there lu
the mln lookIn' at him a !has an'
the'ly be says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring It out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do R. '8nAlyer similibus
keirranter"-that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
''He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to town In an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Moss in
an' drives off with him. When Moos
woke up be found himself lyin' on a
heap o' straw la the cloinnlels barn
an he was smite s'prised. After •
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
Coo no -aio re 'n peek, out because be
wasn't dressed for oomp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' oa-the grala chest.
Well, Us" doot wan locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose-
Just barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
H•Wilimre's my elo'ea, an' what d'ye
wan by lockin' me up in your con-
earned ol' born?' says Moe*.
"Domiaie Walker never said a word
an' Moss started for the door. He
hadn't no more& began to unbar It
when the domlnie hint by the
sock an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightln' mad an' the
dondale jest knocked him down again
Didn't say aotitin' only jest landed him
et the jaw an' down be went Than
Moss begun to cry an' beg to be Mt
out The (Walton didn't say nothin'-
Jest **Aped fawns' his hoes an' went
out After a while Mars got eras,
thirsty. an' yelled Tor water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the denials
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal are
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
goes out. Mess took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
"'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
II* says.
"II must have been elost to noon. as
be felt mortar holler. He took a spoon-
ful of the oetmeal.,taated it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
'First time I ever at oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says, smUln' happily; 'I've
struck it rich.'
"He roUed up In the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time In
comes the dot:ante with a plate
broaden' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
• to his boss an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word. 'peen' the grub behind.
After a while Mose got up an' sampled
it an' blame If both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way it went right
along. Never a word was said to him.
an' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
demists wouldn't speak to him an'
fought, but all he got by that was a
Whin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon hi
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of it ae' finly the smell of
it turned his sturnmuck an' he began
to stop satin' altogether. Then the
dominle gave him plain food for •
while an' then the first thing he knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
-For heaven's sake, domlnie,' says
Moss for the hundredth time, 'quit glv-
in' me that blame liquor. I'm ?clean
turned 'gin It. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. flay suthln! I
don't care what It is, but say sultan!'
"The &mini, didn't answer bins
then, but the next morniae' he eame in
with • shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
overalls 'Put them on, Moses,' he
says, 'an' then you can come out with
the an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get awry and don't bold
ho converse with nobody, for as sure
as you do you go batk on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone In your body.'
"Moses west out as' hilted corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
President at Country Horne, up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
w,,ghingiton, C. Nov. 3° -The dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the dominie dis-
charged him, cured.
"Ag' theta he turned sionail an' sued
liontrate for five month at wages, an
the boys got together and gave him
!Ida on a nice three-cornered Nine*
,rail. He never went to drinkin' again,
!thou/01.'1
t "Clared,him tbear?" said the 'tore
keeper.."That was one war."
"TedE-auda strength es' awkward-
=lc said Hasenek. "Ifs etheris*".-•Okiuko Dog! MIX
TIME TABLES
_ _L.AL1V
. Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound,
Leave Cincinnati  
Leave Louisville  
Leave Owensboro  
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Eviutsville  
Leave Hopkinsville  
Leave Princeton  
Atrive Paducah  




Arrive Jackson  























































Ntorth Bound. No, i 02
Leave 'New Orleans 
Leave Memphis  
7:to p.m.
6:50 a.m,






 10 :10 a.m.
Anlve Paehrodi  11 .30 am.
Leave Pelitssido  is :25 a.m.
Arrive Prinembon  12:39 p.m.
Arftis flopidearville  3:50
Metre F-surretrilk  6:25 p.m.
Metre illodossille  1:28 p.m.
c
Ala611. Horse Brunch 
Arrive Owessboro 
miss I..nieviik 























































Cliicago  5 :30a.m.
Ps. St. Louis  8:o5p.m.
. LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374. No. 3o5. No. 375.
4 :201N111. Lv. St. Louis.... 7 45a.m. 9 :40pon.
8:4op.rn Lv. Chicago.... 2 :slam. 6:20p.st.
8:o,aiaLv. Carbondale. II :4oa.m. 7 :o5a.nt.




Le% 1fkln.vit1e jsos,m. 6 fsoa Lry. chwo• • • •
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m..Lv. St. Louis ..
Ar. Paducah.... ensp.ret. 9:25a.m.Lv. ...
Ls. Padocoh.... 7 secip.m. 9 :30a.m..Ar. Feducah....
M. Cairo  8:359.1n: II :1M:10:Le. Paducah....
As. St. Loris  7:o8a.m. 5foop.m.Ar. Princeton ..






7 :4;.a.m. 8: °p.m.
7 :501L TM 8:x5p.m.
9:29a-m• 9:50Pin-
It:oop.m
Trams eserbed time (*)-ruti-diiire
daily. Train, 303 and 104 carry thro
Itemphie and New Orleans; "trains 70
biamplus and New Orleans. Trains
and Se. Louis. For iureber informs
J. T. DONOVAN, Gene
GEO. C. VVARFIELD.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P.
!CAN. A. SCOTT, A. G.
S. G. I-PATCH, G. P. A.,
C. C. MT.ARTY, D. P.
xoept Sunclay7Ali other trains run
ugh sleepers between Cincinnati,
t and 102 sleepers between Louisviile,
8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paducah
tion, address
tel Agent, Padocob, Ky.
Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
A., Louisville, Ky.
P. A., Metnphis, Tenn.
Chicago,
A_ St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SIZA OF ONLY 6s CENTS, NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DElIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 11/2c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, 1SC, 20C
AND UP TO 113.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO StaT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL PFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND-EVERY CONSIEViiABLX COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .*LL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
fie CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY:
• C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.!
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 17e Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 303.
• Undertakers and Embalmers,
46 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KY
UM, 1111WR & CO.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y,..ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE isto NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES





DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to to a, in., i to 3













Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.







An elegant line of imported clothe
and suiting; for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now, and
avoid the rush.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and beat




$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rocorns, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Kogrr, superintendent; Frank I..
Brown, agan.
=Mr 





Rooms z, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both °hones 31.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREAST-MER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE





Highest price paid for second-hand
toN7es ar2c:
FUrrvittiree.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sib-aao Court street. Old phone 13t6.
Clem Fransioll
Moving wagon in connection.
PURVEA. R
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building









Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building.
Old Phone loci.
FLOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms so, is and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. River. & Rivers, iso
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 5692
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone ran.
Residence, lit9 Broadway.
Phone 149.
Office phone 25i, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
• • • • • - 117-Rcrr,
Rooms 104-6 Fraternity Buie:luta
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Prone t96,, woo 1-4 Broadway,
PADL ":AH. KY.













Friday Morning, Dec. r, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside', osteopath,
So91/4 Broadway. Phorte*h.Old, 1434
and New 6t.1 
MLA: 'stooge, public stenallgraphur,
Palmer House.
—Mrs. Reuben Loeb entertaftkl
many visitors and others with a
theatre , Oast evening auelsfollow-paia
ing thertellay n elegagirsoupplite was
pa.rtaked • t Havaldhlii cafe on
Broadiamitshmers
--Capt. E,..1t. Dad, ...Nebo is in
Loui•,%111e.-117ffillrfir-15're Shriners
sitiethig, 90111111 54.413- 'the span of
fine gray horses raffled off at the
laTillywhiseryostaitie besees-
ttr —The therm:Praetor it 1 o'clock
this riorfrims registered a6 degrees
.sbove zero. This jso. sja,. degrees,
-ohhwarmier than the same hour yesterday
f!tractning.
" —Lillie, the 5-year-old girl of Mr.
Elbert Burns, of Third andl Tennessee
beets is suffering from, a badly
face _otol neck, caused by her
ng ;retching firo froen a ;love
and burning her before it could' be
extinguished..'
. —Nellie Weelas, aged 22 of this
,iipir clifeme, cantr, 9red, 23,
St. Louis, were yesterday granted
to morry.
—Woad yesterday from Dr.
E. Moe.% Jr. of Mlatlija,
sta the body of his° late fat*r,
Major Moss, would either be brought
home ,shordy be the son, or be sent
here in care of the Elks, to which
the deceased belonged
---The steam heating company is
'preparing to extend its main frehn
Sixth and Broadway, up . to and
through the alley leading to Seventh
behind the Captain Joe Fowler borne-
steal!.
—Wm. Hart, of fre-rtsvilk, Ill,:
Ins enlisted in the U. S. army at Oft
item:Wig office here, and left yester-
Sao? for Jefferson barracks, St. 
Loui
- to be assigned. Sergeam No
yes ol
"the local bureau has been instruct
not to enlist any more dailkies. •
4•
THE RIVERS
The teather Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. 
She
-taws here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
eirersing before deporting on her re-
turn to thitk stocam.
,The Bob Dudley kaves Nashville
tahnierrow and gets here Sunday.
The John S. Hopkins left yester-
day foti'tvansville and comes back
'n Wilson-ow.
oday's boat in the Evansville
dei the Joe Fowler...,
Dick. Fowler slips
for this rriornies and 5e-
tonighet She leaves. here at
o'clock.
'N'tity of Sivainrah Is the next
thews* packet out of the Tennessee
river for St. 1 ons. She comes out
Sunday.
'Rise Peters Lee is doe tomorrow
frost" Cincinnati for Memphis.
The Rees Lee arrived here last
evening bound for Cincinnati from
Memphis.
The City cO Saltilki leaves St.
_Louis this afternoon and gets here
11Sunday morning en route to the
Tenneesee river.
- The stramee, Charleston has been
intern off the bar tip the Ohio river
being stranded one week.
*noon at 5 rh'eleidk. the boat111
'ye for Canto* up the Cumberland
river, and returning here, leaves for
that city next Tuesday:
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
t cent each. Old 'phone ao6-red.
P4 4
Notice.
J. Bomberger is at trio 'hop again,
12634 North Fifth stretthaird would
phohe to soh sh! hotorrhoo








I am at the old stand, 423 Broad-
way, ready eci'' fen sit kinds of art
work. Woutd.ihe,pieased to have my
old friends vercialty. rail and see
me. 11.1 ICA LTH AS ER .
• • '
WANTED—Boardiel at 1,111
Broadway.. bfra Myrtle Atkinson.
ARRESTS
THE POLICE DID PRETTY
GOOD WCIRX THE PAST
KOATH.
Breaches of the Peace Lead the List
As Usual, WLile the Drunks
Were Right Behind.
The police put is a pretty good
month during November which closed
this morning at eh o'clock, as, 149
arrests were mach and good work
showed thereby. Daring the month
three arrests were made for murder,
Ihile brearhes of the peace lead the
list there being 36 catches made for
rhis offense. Drunk came second,
twenty-five having gotten full and
fallen into the hands of the patrol-
men.
The arrests were -lade as fo•ows:
Drunks 25; breach ordinance 3;
grand larceny 8; 1; 2ri 6; carrying
concealed weapiles ,-; using insulting
language 2; breaches of the peace 36;
drunk and disorderty 12; malkious
shooting 7; bawdy tsouses it; murder
3; disorderly conduct 3; robbery 6;
malicious assault t; malicious cutting
3; false swearing 2; flourishing a re-
volver 1; inanorality 4; housebreak-
ing a; garribling 6; obtaining money
under fahe pretenses ; total 149.
The patrolmen are doing their
best at present because appointment
time is onty a few weeks off and as
all will probably be applicants for
their old positions, they are showing
the cumnissioners what good polic-
ing is.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Mrs. 1a met Steve n& and Children,
of Paris, Ky., will arrive Monday, to
visit tine former's mother, Mr. f.
D. Williams.
Miss Lillian Meyer., of Louisvilk,
is visiting 'Mk-s Bertha Leming.
Mr. ;Charles Morris is in the city
for a fed days. He is just recuper-
ating from atopttaok of typhoid4c-
, . .
Ver.
Misses Helen Hills, Herwie Alcott
and Rosebud Hotnon left yesterday
for Cairo to attend a week-end house
party.
Mrs. Rebecca Corbett, Miss Rubye
Corbett and MT .Vtartes Thompson
yesterday morui nt to Ballard
county to spe giving with
*be form's soia..tiou. Jake Corbett,
the county attorney of Ballard.
Col. Victor Van de Mak returned
from West Tennessee yesterday
morning to spend Thanksgiving, and
goals to Car tomorrow for the day.
Mr. F. )ordan, of Hickman
coevneo, will return home this morn-
ing after Spending Thanksgiving
with his brother, Mr. Perry Jordan,
of the Register.
Mrs. Geor arfieki and children
went to Ed y to visie.
Or. J. E. Wo and children
yesterday went to Vienna, Ill., to
Ookinel Mike Griffin yesterday re-
turned to Murray after visiting his
family here
Mr. Wins. Fades returned to Green-
ville yesterday at noon.
Miss Mary Quinn, of MayCeld, it
visiting her father, Mr. James
Quinn. , -
Misi-Carr' Mason, of Barlow, is
visiting Masi. t Ferguson.
My. des Bryant is here frons •;exas
ranting his father, Mr. Doe Bryant
Mist Manie Gobb yesterthy went
to.New York to snit her °brother, Mt.
Irvin Cobb.,
CHICAGO WINS.
Football Team Defeated That From
University of Michigan.
Telegraphic dispatches from Chico
go last evening stated that the Uni-
versity of Chicago won the Thanks-
giving football game from the Uni-
vertfty of Whigan by a score of
1. • This contest was the one for
the c'hansph,nship of the Northwest.
There were about 15,000 people out
to witness the game, which is report
-eel a very fine and lively one.
In the 'game between Vanderbilt
University of Nashville, Tenn., and
the Sewanee college, the former won
by a score of 68 to 4, wench shows
the Sewant-e boys were easy money
for the Vanderbilt students.
MAY PROVE FATAL.
Tohn T.4,-py Allot Clarence Bennett.
Both Colored, of the County.
Weird reached here yesterday
morning that the afternoon before
John Laces, colored, shot Clarence
Bennett, -oho fc0414re4 *lee Cloadle-
side, which it four miles from Wood
vilk, in this county. It is thought
Bennett will die. He worked for
Birenky, of that tection. They
renewed an old quarrel, when Lacey
shot this other in the spine.
ENSIGN lirCHESNEY.
'Sletttut, N. Y., Nov. 3o.—Ensign
Mrellftnter,•dern of the College of
Fine Area of Syracuse University,
died suddierdy today. He was profes






Business Section Was Dead in the
'Afternoon, 'While Churches
Were Well Attended.
Thanksgiving passed off yesterday
very pleasantly and without unusu-
al incident, the day being quietly
passed in one manner and another.
Most of the mercantile establish-.
molts kept open until noon when
they closed their doors for the bal-
ance of the day in order- that every
one could enjoy a half holiday. The
business portion of the any was
more dead than on Sgalkirigigia000
as nobody was on the streets, they
being either at the theater seeing
"The Isle of Bong Bong," or in the
midst of their homes or with frieds.
But one arrest was made by the
police department, while all the city
and county offices were closed with
the exception of a few who remained
several hours for the accommodation
of those with urgent business.
The churches were all well attend-
ed, where Thanksgiving warsiri?
was' herd.
It was dile coldest 'Thanksgiving
roany years, but the sharp, crisp
atmospheth lent artditional enjoy-
ment to the occasion as it made a
pleasant day indoors very enjoyable,
and also sharpened up the appetites
of all.. so that turkey and oysters
proved very palatable. The cold
weather is actin as an incentive to
the Charity club -to help the poor,
and a number were yesterday- given
assistance although this body of
goodoisvomeo. 'have not yet ;early
enters* in upon their campaigu for
relief of the poor and needy.
The eidoelegthe prisoners in both
the city Itlehnp ind county jail were
served with Amara good meals yester-
day, and although the only source of
happiness for them, they hugely en-
joyed the treat.
GOOD AUDIENCES
MANY WERE OUT FOR Tkitit
PROTRACTED MEZTLNIG
YESTERDAY.
The Methodist Stewards for Paducah
District Hold Their Meeting
This Evening.
The cold weather did not ,plie
the people from attending the ptht
tracted meeting yesterday at the
First Baptist church, as notwith-
standing the disagreeable elements,
large congregations were out, a
this evidences the mageetic•sied
:u1 labor being effected by the harj
rashers. Yeeterday morning Rev
Cates preached on "The Way of
Faith," while at the evening hoot
his theme was "For God So Loved*
the World." At night there was one
'addition to the church.
Although Rev. Cates_is now doitit
the preaching morning and evening,
Rev. Dr. Hill remains to 'help trim
throughout the entire series.
Board of Stewards.
This evening at the Broadway
Methodist church the board of stew-
ards for the churches of that dereaga
ination in the Paducah district hold
their meet. rig for the porpose of de-
termining how moot, each congrega-
tion *hal) contribute during the en:
suing twelve months towards the gen
eral ni151,10flary and benevolent fund
for this district. Presiding Elder
Blackard arrived here yesterday from
Jackson, Term., and 'will be, present
at the meeting.
Well Attended.
The churches of the city yesterl
day were very well attended for
Thamksgiving, and good sernions
were heard everywhere. The cold
weather did not SCIrM to preven1
many from coming one
NATIONAL CONVENTION.
Mr. Downs Leaves Tomorrow for
Memphis to Attend Same.
Tomorrow Mr. W. S. Downs wiu
leave for Memphis, Tenn., to attend
the annual gathering of the Wallpa-
per National Associatio" ivitiolt con
soh-. there next Mondale low, re-
mains in session for about one %seri
There will be about Poo delegates in
attendance from over the country.
Mr. Downs is. the well known wall-
paper man of this city.
FAST TRAIN JUMPS TRACK.
Las Vegas, N. Mo Nov. 3o.—Santa
Fe passenger train No, r, west-
bound, went into a ditch at Romero,
four miles south of this city yehter-
day. Engineer R. Pt. Brackett was
killed and many others neceived in-
juries.
The train was a double-header and
the first engine escaped. The second
engine left the track kit- no reason
that can be explained, pounded over.
200 feet of track, and. pitching over
the hank, roiled contpletely Over.
POPULAR WANTS
ROOMS TO RENT,—Three on
ground floor for housekeeping. Two
squares from postoffice. Address R.
J. M., care Register office.
VOIR RENT—Six-room cottage,
0o. I23 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister ffioet
.-
ANTED--Position as booklet ep-
er or in c'erical department by grad-
of Draughon's Practical Busi-
ness college. Can give good refer-
ence. Address J. H. Accountant,
care of Register.
WANTED—White cook at 327
'South Fourth street. Chris Liebel.
LOST—Wednesday evening, either
at Palmer Hohse or on Broadway, a
green clover leaf pin with pearl set.
Pinder will be rewarded by leaving
it at 312 South Sixth street.
We have 'em to sell—You want















No change in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) N‘ADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money will be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorationa, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in so days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, iseilthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and $roo. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by
PIATIOKAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tom
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
lespeneat Omegas of Time of South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing 'changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. 1, now leaving Louisville at
7:4s a. in., Well depart at 8 a. M.
No. 9, now leaving Louissellle at
3:50 p. in., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. a3,- now leaving Louisville at
7:29 p. la., will depart at 7:15 p. m.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
p. m., will depart at 5:40 p. m.
Nee 2, now leaving Leirihgton at
5:31) p. mm., will depart at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
made at local stations and passen-
gers intending to use these trains
shoold consult ticket agents for com-
plete information.






The Operatic Event of the Season.
J. C. Brocolini Presents
LAURA MILLARD
In the Japanese Operatic Comedy
HIE GEISHA
The original production from Daly's
Theater London and New York.
By special arrangement with Marcus
Mayer, George Edwards
representative.
As presented in London over 1,00o
times and at Daly's theater, Nlew
York over WOO perforthanee.
lBook by Omen Hall. Lyrics by






so People—Laura Millard Opera Co.
Prices: 254 is 50, 75, lt• itgel $1.50.
Seats on sale Saturday at' 0 a. in.
The 'expres9 ears, a car of tee and
the mail roach turned over and the
forward coach sass partly telescoped
The chair car and two sleeping cars
left the
Thnereas F. Rice, of Grayson, Ky
while moving his housifieold goods to
Avicansa% we; found 'dead in a heel
eat containing his live stock, at Rus-




















, For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at worklfor you at compound in-









We have a splendid assort-
ment exclusive and novel in de-
sign for the Holiday trade.
Nothing is in better taste or
more acentable as a gift.
And nowhere can you select




ikr107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
Everyt
fine noon
OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.












Direction of J. J Coleman, present-
big a continuous biugh.
THE
WOMAN HATER
A spas" of laughter frora rise to
fall of curtain.
Prices: 25, 35, go, 75, $T. and 1111.se.







The Great Laughing Comedy Sr.
cess and Big City Cartoon
Musical Seasatios.
Headed by Sam Morris and Jessie
Mosley and a cast of all
STAR/ COME1DIANS.
See the parade and hear tile concert
by the Fell: Hussar Band,
Prices: ..Matinee.... children roc,
adults se.. Nigist-25, Ls, so and 75c.
..Ssats on sale Friday at g a. m.
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